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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

The topic of high-latitude F-region irregularities is of consider-

able interest to the Defense Nuclear Agency (DNA). Geographically, the

polar ionosphere occupies a large percentage of the stritegically criti-

cal area between the Soviet Union and the United States. If oQi'y for

this reason, we must understand the nature and characteristics of high-

latitude ionospheric irregularities because they impact the success of

strategic defense systems. Moreover, the dominant source mechanism for

high-latitude F-region irregularities appears to be the E x B (gradient-

drift) instability, the same plasma process that produces F-region struc-

ture in the late-time nuclear environment. The polar ionosphere there- 9

fore provides another natural testbed, together with barium ion clouds

and the nighttime equatorial ionosphere, which can be used in the absence

of above ground nuclear tests, to improve our understanding of this b

ubiquitous instability process. The high-latitude ionosphere is of

further interest because it involves physical processes that are not well

understood and sources of free energy not found at lower latitudes that

may couple into nuclear plumes. Such coupling is not considered in

present nuclear predictive codes. •

Surprisingly little is known about high-latitude F-region irregular

ities despite research that has spanned several decades. A major obstacle

to progress has been the fact that irregularity measurements made locally

at a given time cannot be simply interpreted in terms of background con-

ditions that prevailed during and in the vicinity of those measurements.

The irregularities of interest here, those with spatial scales greater

than a few hundred meters, have long lifetimes and hence are convectively

transported over great distances by large electric fields in the polar

ionosphere. Consequently, their characteristics are molded by effects

accumulated during their journey from origin to point of measurement.

Because of this difficulty, results from past analyses of data must be

questioned with regard to the identified irregularity source mechanisms .

if any, and the interpretation of irregularity characteristics.

%'w'%.



Given the DNA relevance of high-latitude F-region irregularities 
and I

the question raised regarding correct interpretation of past results, it %

seems a propitious time to review and reinterpret past measurements from

our present perspective and understanding. This report does not simply

reinterpret past measurements in isolation; the intent instead is to

synthesize a descriptive working model from all available measurements.

By using this approach, it becomes possible to evaluate the importance of

various physical parameters that may contribute to irregularity growth

and decay. The resultant descriptive model represenLs our working know-

ledge of processes associated with high-latitude F-region irregularities

and provides a unified framework from which new theories can be formu-

lated and critical experiments can be designed and conducted. The need

for such a model is evidenced by (1) the existence of numerous theories

that attempt to model the various competing processes that might influ- .A

ence the behavior of the E x B instability, and (2) the glaring absence

of experimental verification of those models. %K'

Herein, we demonstrate the existence of a close relationship between

gradients associated with large-scale (> 10k km) irregularities of inter-

est to DNA. The results of this review strongly support the hypothesis

that the E x B instability plays a dominant role in controlling the

spectral characteristics of irregularities with spatial scales less than

a few kilometers. (The evidence also indicates the relative unimportance

of other mechanisms, e.g., the current-convective instability.) At the

same time, we have found that processes other than the E x B instability

are responsible for the large-scale structures and that the characteris-

tics at larger spectral scales cannot be interpreted solely in terms of

the interchange process. These results imply that an experimental esti-

mate of an outer scale associated with the E x B instability, if larger

than a few kilometers, is not determinable from measurements in the polar r

ionosphere where particle precipitation and wave activity contribute

substantially to irregularity strength at those scales. .".

iv I
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The morphologies of large-scale structures and smaller-scale irregu-

larities in the polar F layer are constructed and compared for the first I

time in this report. Although still rudimentary, the morphologies are -k

described in relation to auroral boundaries and streamlines of convective

flow rather than in terms of latitude and local time. By doing so, this

phenomenological construction can be used (1) to understand the underly- %

ing physical processes that produce the large-scale structure, and (2) to -.

predict the distribution of the most intense irregularities which can

differ significantly from the statistical average during the course of a

polar disturbance, e.g., a substorm. A physical model of this kind is

more amenable to continued improvements in predictive capability than

those based on statistical averages.

The prototype working model described in this report also includes

the first realistic estimates of the principal parameters controlling the

E x B instability in the polar ionosphere, namely the "slip" velocity and

the M factor. The slip velocity (the difference velocity between ions

and neutrals) in the auroral ionosphere is shown to be small in compari-

son to the electron drift velocity (that is often assumed to be identical

to the slip velocity). This analysis also points out the need to con- N

sider time constants of ion-drag forces so that the space and time varia-

tions of the slip velocity can be realistically modeled. These varia-

tions must also be compared to time scales of auroral events, e.g., '4

substorms and pulsations.

The M factor (defined in the report) is a measure of the polariz- S

ability of F-region plasma structure. The M factor directly affects the

E x B instability through polarization shorting effects. Because it

suppresses irregularity growth and enhances irregularity decay, plasma

structures can usefully be classified in terms of the M factor. For S

example, "patches' in the polar cap are high-M plasma clouds but become

low-M clouds upon entering the midnight auroral oval where the back

ground E-region Pedersen conductance is high. After convecting through

thc auroral zone, th-c7 -In once again become high-M clouds if they enter

subauroral regions. The morphology of the M factor together with that

v
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for the slip velocity therefore provides a realistic description of the _

effective driver strength. Conducting expe-iments in these various

locales and campaign results allows the M dependence of DNA structure

codes to be tested experimentally.

The results derived from this review and synthesis provides a uni-

fied framework from which reasonable theoretical models can be construc- 5,

ted. We now have some idea of realistic plasma geometries and driver ..

strengths. We are also aware of their proximity to auroral boundarie:;

where other processes such as velocity shear must be considered. Much

more, however, remains to be done. Topics such as scale-size-dependent

mapping of the electric potential mapping and the phenomenon of

"freezing" have only been briefly considered. Inclusion of these and

other processes into the descriptive working model remains as a future

effort.

.5'
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CONVERSION TABLE I

Conversion factors for U.S. Customary to metric (SI) units of measurement "-.

MULTIPLY • BY ,- TO GET :.
TO GET *BY *DIVIDE (-

angstrom 1.000000 x E -10 meters (M)
atmosphere (normal) 1.01325 x E -t 2 kilo Pascal (k P A) -

bar 1.000000 x E +2 kilo Pascal (kPa) ::'

barn 1.000000 x E -28 meter s (11:1) ,,'
British thermal unit (thermoch~eiial) 1.054350 x E -t 3 joule (J) ; _

calorie (thermochemical) 4.184000 joule (J) ,

cal (thermochemical) /CM2 4.184000 x E -2 Mega joulle/hi2 (N4J,I/2 )

curie 3.700000 x E +1 *giga becquerel (Gfq) ,"

degree (angle) 1.745329 x E -2 radian (rad) '%
degree Farenheit tc (t r - f 459.67)/1.8 degree kelvin (K) -,
electron volt 1.60219 xE -19 joule (J) k

erg 1.000000 x E -7 jo,,le (J) :,
erg/second 1.000000 x E -7 watt MW
foot 3.048000 x E-1I meter (III)..°
foot- pound force 1.355818 joule (J) ,.-,
gallon (U.S. liquid) 3.785412 x E -3 meter' (rm') ,.,,
inch 2540000 x 2meter (M '.'
jerk 1.000000 x E 49 joule (J) .41 ,
joule/kilogram (J/kg) (radiation do!!e absorbed) 1.000000 Cray (Gy) :,
kilotons 4.183 terajoules

kip (1000 lbf) 4.448222 x E 4 3 newtoni (N) ''~
kip/inch2 (ksi) 6.894757 >, E -+3 kilo Pascal (kl'a) *.
ktap 1.000000 x E +2 newton-second/nO (N s/rn2 )

micron 1.000000 x E -6 meter (M),-,
mil 2.540000 x E -5 meter (m) ,,'
mile (international) 1.609344 x E +3 meter (m)
ounce 2.8,14952 x E -2 kilogram (kg) '.,
pound-force (Ibs avoirdupois) 4.448?22 newton (N) ,.
pound force inch 1.129848 x E -1 newton meter (Nmi),-"
pound-force 'inch 1.751268 x E 42 newton/meter (N/m)"-'pound-force/foot o 4.788026 E -2 kilo pascal (kl'a)

pound- force/inch(pi 6,894757 kilo pascal (k [a) ".

pound-mass (Ibm avoirdupois) 4.535924 x E -I kilogram (kg)
pound-mass- foot 2 (moment of inertia) 4.214011 x E -2 kilogram -meter2 (kg mI )  '

pound-mass/foot s  1.601846 x E +1 kilograin/meter s ki, " .

tad (radiation dose absorbed) 1.000000 x E -2 "Gray (Gy) ',
roentgen 2.579760 x E -4 coulomnb/kilogram (C/kg).,.,
shake 1.000000 x E -1 second (s) "
slug 1.459390 x E t 1 kilogram (kg) '

torr (mm 10g, 00 C) I 0333220 x E -1 kilo pascal (kl'a)

-- ~-british u t ermal q uniIt e S (thermotlaciniial) 1.054350 Tv E y; 31 joul (3)ent

degrhe Gray (Gy) is the S. unit of absorbed radiation.
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SECTION I

INTRODUCTION

Recent progress on the topic of high-latitude F-region irregulari-

ties follows largely from discoveries (i) that irregularities responsible

for radio-wave scintillation and radar backscatter frequently occur in

latitudinally confined regions with widths < 100 km, and (2) that those.

irregularity regions are often spatially correlated with 100-km-scale

enhancements in plasma density (called "blobs"). Perhaps most thought A

provoking have been the two- and three-dimensional spatial descriptions 0

of blobs by incoherent-scatter radar [1, 2-6], at least for identifying

irregularity source mechanisms. These descriptions indicate that blobs

are characterized by steep gradients transverse to the geomagnetic field.

Because blobs often dominate the structural properties of the polar

F layer, particularly during years of high solar activity, it is not

surprising that earlier reports describe blob-related effects. Scintil-

lations in signal transmissions from radio stars [7] and polar-orbiting

satellites [8-10] were often found to be highly localized in time and

space. Their burstlike appearances have been known for some time [II,

12]. Puzzling dropouts of satellite transmissions at 20 MHz [13, 14]

might now be interpreted in terms of blob-related effects. Similarly,

many of the variations in total electron content (TEC) observed in the

past [15] are likely to have been produced by blobs. More recently,

plasma-density characteristics measured in situ by satellites [16] appear

to include those of blobs. But other than results from a single rocket

measurement [17], the spatial collocation of intense, smaller-scale 9
irregularities with larger-scale gradients in plasma density has not been

appreciated until recently [2, 6, 18-21]. 14

This recent recognition that there is high spatial correlation

between intense, small-scale irregularities and steep transverse 5

gradients that characterize the walls of large-scale plasma structure has -

. , . . . .. . , , . . • • - % % % %. % ., , % -% , -IA



led naturally to the consideration of convective plasma processes such as

fluid interchange instabilities [22-241 and other means of magnetic-flux-

tube interchange (MFTI) as dominant sources of irregularities. Consider- '
ation of irregularity production at high latitudes by interchange insta-

bilities follows historically from past successes in interpreting barium

ion-cloud irregularities in terms of the gradient-drift (E x B) instabil-

ity [25, 26], and equatorial F-region irregularities in terms of the

collisional Rayleigh-Taylor and gradient-drift instabilities [27-30].

The recent suggestion that the current-convective instability might be a

source mechanism for high-latitude F-region irregularities [22, 31],

however, is new in the sense that field-aligned currents have not been

considered previously as a source of free energy within the context of

interchange instabilities.

The view that convective plasma processes dominate polar irregular-

ity production may be contrasted with earlier suggestions that kilometer-

scale irregularities are produced primarily by particle precipitation

[11, 32-35]. The analysis presented in this review indicates that par-

ticle precipitation can contribute significantly to the formation of

plasma structure with scale sizes > 10 km near the F-layer peak (perhaps

together with other processes). Its contribution to irregularity forma-

tion at scale sizes less that a few kilometers, however, is probably

small compared to that from an interchange instability. Similar conclu-

sions were drawn by Kelley et al. [36]. Structured particle precipita- ,."

tion is believed to become increasingly important as a source of

kilometer-scale irregularities at lower F-region altitudes [37, 38], but

its absolute fluctuation intensity is much weaker than found near the

peak of the F layer.

Because walls of large-scale structure seem to play an integral role

in irregularity production, interest has grown in the phenomenology of

large-scale F-region structure, i.e., blobs in the auroral zone [4, 6],

and the more recently discovered "patches" in the polar cap [39-42]. .

Patches appear to be solar-produced plasma transported from lower lati-

tudes in the dayside ionosphere through the polar cap into the nightside

2
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auroral region. Both patches and blobs are envisioned as potentially

active regions for MFTI processes. Hence, an understanding of high-

latitude irregularities now requires knowledge of processes that control

the appearance of solar-produced plasma in polar regions and blobs in the

auroral zone. Attention, therefore, has been diverted from particle J

precipitation to processes such as global electrodynamics and control by

the interplanetary magnetic field (IMF). 4 '.

On the basis of the above discussion, we focus this review on con-

vective plasma processes and interchange instabilities as sources of

high-latitude F-region irregularities. To keep the review manageable, we

have not considered other promising, irregularity-source mechanisms.

Most other irregularity-production mechanisms, however, have been descri-

bed in earlier review papers [43-47]. In Section 2, we begin by identi-

fying auroral regions where irregularities are actively generated. We do

so by arguing that meter-scale irregularities must be spatially coinci-

dent with the dominant irregularity-source regions. This interpretation

follows because meter-scale irregularities dissipate in seconds through

cross-field diffusion, and hence, can exist only in regions where strong

irregularity growth counteracts rapid decay. We further demonstrate that %

the morphology of kilometer-scale irregularities resembles the identified

irregularity-source regions, lending support to the concept that related

physical processes are acting to produce irregularities with scales from

meters to few kilometers. Differences in morphology are attributed to ,'

convective distribution or the presence of weaker sources.

In Section 3, we review the phenomenology of large-scale plasma

structure (X > 10 km) and find it consistent with that for smaller-scale %

irregularities (X < 10 kn); i.e., irregularity-source regions seem to

occur in the vicinity of large-scale structure and the associated 9

gradients required for irregularity generation by convective plasma

processes. To provide a broader perspective, we develop a scenario for

the underlying processes responsible for the large-scale structure.

In Section 4, we review fluid interchange instabilities and factors

that influence their effectiveness in irregularity production. We find

3



that the E x B (gradient-drift) instability is the dominant mechanism in

the polar ionosphere, and is strongly modulated by (I) the plasma drift

relative to the neutral gas, and (2) the highly-conducting and compres-

sible, auroral E layer. We again find that consideration of these fac-

tors leads to an irregularity morphology that is consistent with the

identified irregularity-source regions.

Finally, in Section 5, we present a descriptive model for high-

latitude F-region irregularities. Except for patches of solar-produced

plasma and blobs produced by soft-particle precipitation, most observed

plasma structures can be accounted for by MFTI that is driven by irregu-

lar electric fields applied onto the F layer from other altitudes (E

layer, magnetosphere) or by the E x B instability. The basic irregular-

ity (X < 10 km) model is one controlled by (1) irregular or unsteady

convection, (2) thermospheric dynamics, and (3) polarization shorting

effects from a highly-conducting auroral E layer.

4N
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SECTION 2

IRREGULARITY CHARACTERISTICS

A major obstacle underlying most investigations of high-latitude

F-region irregularities is the need to consider the history of the irreg-

ularities in question. This need is dictated by long lifetimes of kilo- 4

meter-scale irregularities and by rapid convection in the polar iono-

sphere. Irregularity characteristics determined at any given time and

location, therefore, can be strongly colored by processes that affect

irregularities during their journey from source to point of measurement.

Because the most intense features are imposed on irregularities while in

source regions, it would be extremely useful to identify those regions.

With this knowledge and a suitable convection model, it would then be

possible to investigate the history of the irregularities in question.

We, therefore, begin this review by considering irregularity charac-

teristics that are useful for identifying the most persistent irregular- .

ity-source regions. The approach taken here is to recognize that meter-

scale irregularities (in contrast to kilometer-scale irregularities) are

dissipated within seconds by cross-field diffusion and, consequently,

cannot convect to great distances from their generation region. The

morphology of meter-scale irregularities, therefore, can be interpreted

as that of irregularity-source regions. Because various source and

dissipation mechanisms can operate independently at different irregular-

ity wavelengths (X), the pivotal question is whether kilometer-scale

irregularities also are produced in those regions. We use irregularity

spectral characteristics to argue that related physical processes are

operating from around 10 km down to a few m. With this as a basis, we

can use observations of meter-scale irregularities to identify active

regions of strong irregularity produ-tion. Differences in the morphology

5 .,



of long-lived, kilometer-scale irregularities with that of irregularity-

source regions are interpreted in terms of convective distribution (or

presence of weaker source regions).

2.1 SPECTRAL CHARACTERISTICS.

Most in situ satellite measurements of irrng,:larity spectra are well

approximated by a power-law form characterized by a single spectral

index, p, i.e., value of the exponent. The most commonly reported value S

for p is 1.9 [38, 48-50] with other values ranging from 1.5 to 2.5 [51,

52]. These spectral indices were derived from measurements covering

various wavelength regimes (up to 100 km), but most appear to refer to

X < 10 km. Villain et al. [521 found that 75 percent of their processed S

spectra (40 m < X < I km) could be approximated by a single spectral

index. Irregularity spectra derived from in situ rocket measurements

also have p < 2 [36, 53].

Irregularity spectra also are inferred from scintillation measure- *-

ments. If irregularities produce only weak scatter, phase-screen models

dictate that irregularities with a power-law spectrum will produce a V.

signal phase spectrum with a spectral index that is steeper by unity than

p, the one-dimensional in situ spectral index [54, 55]. Using this 0

conversion, spectral indices derived from scintillation measurements

appear similar but slightly lower than the above-described results. Basu

et al. [56] reported p to be 1.4 in the auroral zone and 1.3 in the polar '.*'

cap. Fremouw et al. [57] found values between 1.1 and 1.5 for 300 m S

< X < 6 km.

Occasionally, irregularity spectra are better fit by two power-law

segments having different spectral indices [49, 52, 57, 58]. Examples of

one- and two-component spectra derived from in situ measurements are %0

presented in Figure 1 [52]. In the two-component spectrum, the spectral

index at long wavelengths, p1 ' is usually smaller than that at short

wavelengths, p2 . The value of p 1 is closer to p found in one-component ,...'

spectra. The knee in the two-component spectrum (X f) is seen in this

example to be around 300 meters. Fremouw et al. [57] also reported a

6 "p..
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spectral break around 300 m using scintillation measurements. (Note,

however, that there is a shallowing of the spectral slope in the left

panel of Figure 1 that was not fit by the power-law curve. The break-

point seems to occur around 800 m.) Both Fremouw et al. t57] and Villain

et al. t521 reported the occurrence of two-component spectra in about 25

percent of their data sets; Phelps and Sagalyn [49] also reported such

spectra in 10 percent of their data.

There is some evidence that the variability in p (X < I km) is

associated with irregularity production and decay. Basu et al. [591

analyzed in situ data obtained with the Atmospheric Explorer-D satellite

and found that p varied systematically with auroral parameters. The

largest fractional fluctuations in plasma density were found in regions .

in which p approached unity and in which electric fields were large and ,

structured. Values of p near 3 were found in regions of auroral particle

precipitation. They concluded that regions of small p corresponded with

irregularity production and regions of large p with irregularity decay.

One of their data sets is reproduced in Figure 2. The variation in p

between unity and 3 seems consistent with the development of two-compo-

nent spectra (in which p1 in Figure 2 corresponds to p2 in Figure 1)

These results differ, however, from those reported by Villain et al.

[52]. They showed that the spectral index (40 m < X < I km) increases

with irregularity strength, reaching a value of 3 under exceptional

cases.

In summary, spectral characteristics support the hypothesis that S

related physical processes operate at all irregularity wavelengths of

interest. There is no obvious evidence for the presence of a strong,

independently operating source mechanism at any preferred wavelength.

This conclusion is supported by Villain et al. [52] who showed that

irregularity strengths deduced from HF backscatter are comparable to ee

those from in situ measurements. If an independent irregularity source

did exist at short wavelengths, we would expect either a decrease in P1

or p2 ' or the appearance of a peak in the spectrum. From the statistical 5

absence of such features, we conclude that meter-scale irregularities are %
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generated by processes intimately related to the source mechanism that

generates km-scale irregularities and that its morphology also represents

source regions for kilometer-scale irregularities.

2.2 IRREGULARITY SOURCE REGIONS.

From the foregoing, we seem justified in identifying irregularity-

source regions from the morphology of meter-scale irregularities, e.g.,

that derived from HF backscatter measurements. Moller [60], using a A

swept-frequency backscatter radar operated in the HF band (3 to 30 MHz), %

showed that there are two latitudinally-narrow regions of intense back- %

scatter, or HF "curtains". The two backscatter curtains derived from

solar-maximum data [601 are replotted in polar geomagnetic coordinates in

Figure 3. Three curves for each backscatter curtain are shown, represen-

ting different levels of geomagnetic activity.

The poleward HF curtain, shown by triangles and circles connected by

lines, forms a circle indicating occurrence at all local times. The radius S

(15.50) and latitudinal displacement (3.5*) o - 'he circle towards midnight

are similar to parameters of the best-fit circle (radius = 14.6*, dis-

placement = 6.1) that represents the location of the most-poleward and V_

extended quiet arcs [613, and the poleward boundary of the quiet auroral S

oval [62]. The poleward HF curtain also seems to be collocated with (I)

the poleward trapping boundary for > 40-keV electrons [63], (2) a polar

ring of strong topside spread F [64], and (3) the F-layer irregularity

zone (FLIZ) detected in the day sector with ionosondes [65-67]. Doppler S

measurements associated with the poleward HF curtain in the premidnight

sector indicate sunward plasma drift [68]. These results suggest that

the poleward HF curtain is situated near the poleward portion of the .- '

auroral oval and not in the polar cap.

The occurrence of the equatorward HF curtain is seen in Figure 3 to

~%
favor the night sector with a local-time distribution that is asymmetric

relative to the noon-midnight meridian. The asymmetry depends on geomag- "

netic activity with the HF curtain shifting to lower latitudes and 0

earlier local times with increasing geomagnetic activity. By super- , -

10
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imposing the location of the equatorward boundary of the diffuse aurora

over those of the HF curtains, we find that the equatorward HF curtain is

situated close to that auroral boundary. The radial line segments in

Figure 3 [69] represent the range of latitudes of the diffuse auroral

boundary for 0 4 Kp 4 3. There is excellent agreement for the Kp = 3

case in the dawn and dusk sectors, with some differences in the midnight

sector. (Differences in the midnight sector can be attributed to west-

ward electric fields that develop there during substorm activity.)
I

Although the agreement is not as good for the Kp = 0 case, it seems

reasonable to conclude that the equatorward HF curtain is probably asso-

ciated with equatorward auroral boundary. The correlation is particular-

ly impressive in the prenoon sector where few other auroral features are

found at such low latitudes (< 70*).

Other observations support this conclusion. Moller [60] showed

statistically that the equatorward HF curtain was situated near the

plasmapause, just poleward of the ionospheric trough, and that the lati-

tudinal locations of these features moved in unison as a function of

local time. His results are reproduced in Figure 4. All three curves

are seen to have similar form, shifting to lower latitudes with increas- '

ing local time. Similar relationships were obtained in case studies

using HF backscatter and satellite measurements [63, 70], and using HF

backscatter and whistler measurements [71].

Nekrasov et al. [721 also reported two maxima in backscatter inten-

sity. The poleward maximum in backscatter strength was observed to be I

situated around 680 geomagnetic latitude at all local times. The equator-

ward maximum was located around 600 geomagnetic latitude and observed

only in the night sector. While their local-time distributions resemble

those of Moller [60], they differ in that (I) there is not latitudinal

variation as a function of local time, and (2) there is a large latitudi-

nal difference between the two sets of measurements in the day sector.

We have thus identified two irregularity-source regions in the "

auroral zone; however, the distribution of meter-scale irregularities has

yet to be determined for the polar cap region. We hope HF backscatter
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radars operated with viewing geometries over the polar cap will be useful

for this purpose [68, 73-77]. Earlier experiments using HF backscatter

radars to view polar regions have demonstrated that meterscale irregular-

ities are often visible in auroral regions but information on their

existence or distribution in the polar cap was not published [78, 79].

2.3 CONVECTIVE DISTRIBUTION.

We now proceed to compare the locations of the irregularity-source S

regions with those of kilometer-scale irregularities. By doing so, we

verify our initial assertion from spectral characteristics that similar

physical processes operate over the entire wavelength range of interest,

and interpret differences in the morphologies to convective distribution 2
of the larger-scale irregularities and continued structuring at much (

weaker growth rates. On this basis, we expect the most-intense kilometer-

scale irregularities to be generated in the two irregularity-source-

regions; and because plasma transport is largely zonal in the auroral S

zone, the most-intense kilometer-scale irregularities are likely to be

observed in the vicinity of those source regions.

There is considerable evidence, both statistical and from case A

studies, that intense kilometer-scale irregularities are found near the

equatorward auroral boundary. Moller and Tauriainen [80] found that the

equatorward HF curtain and enhanced scintillation occurred along the

poleward wall of the ionospheric trough; moreover, both were found to A

have the same latitudinal dependences on local time and season. Because

the measurements were made 1000 km apart in longitude, they concluded

that the irregularity source region must closely follow lines of constant

geomagnetic latitude. Other scintillation measurements made at night

also have shown that the scintillation boundary is situated just poleward

of the ionospheric trough [6, 18, 81, 821. There also exists a sub-
V.-

auroral region of F-region irregularities that lies equatorward of the

trough minimum. The distinct presence of subauroral (kilometer-scale)

irregularities has been seen in in-situ satellite measurements [83, 84] 5

and in scintillation data [85]. Scintillation is weak or nonexistent in

14



the central trough [85, 86]. (Although processes similar to those for

high-latitude irregularities may be responsible for subauroral irregular- %

ities, a review of such results is beyond the scope of this paper.)

To review the statistical evidence relating kilometer-scale irregu-

larities and the equatorward auroral boundary, we return to Figure 3 -?

where we have superimposed the in situ irregularity boundaries (X > 2 km) A

from Dyson [87] onto the morphology of HF curtains. Dyson's boundaries,

for Kp < 3 conditions, are seen to enclose both HF curtains, except in

the worning and dusk sectors. The equatorward HF curtain extends in

those sectors to latitudes lower than Dyson's irregularity boundary. We

interpret these differences to indicate that the equatorward irregularity-

source region is most active in the night sector [72], and perhaps extends

into the day sector during solar maximum years. (Moller's backscatter

data were obtained during solar maximum while Dyson's in situ data were

obtained during solar minimum.)

Another useful comparison is between Dyson's equatorward irregularity

boundary and a similar boundary determined from scintillation measurements - -

[88-93]. Sketches of the scintillation boundary [93], for geomagnetically .5

quiet (Kp = 0,I) and disturbed (Kp = 5) conditions, are presented in

Figure 5 together with Dyson's boundaries. Dyson's equatorward boundary
(Kp < 3) compares favorably with the quiet scintillation boundary in the

night sector, between 2000 and 0900 MLT. There is, however, a clear

difference in the dusk sector, with Dyson's equatorward boundary situated

more than 100 poleward of the scintillation boundary. The scintillation 0

boundary in the dusk sector is more consistent with the concept of con-

vective distribution if compared with the location of the HF curtain

shown in Figure 3. The quiet scintillation boundary, however, is not

consistent with the HF curtains in the morning sector. On the other hand,

the disturbed scintillation boundary encloses the curtains in that sec-

tor. Other irregularity boundaries, including that for electrostatic 5.p

turbulence, have been compared by Fejer and Kelley [43]. All show

generally good agreement with smallest latitudinal differences in the

midnight sector.
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Because the kilometer-scale irregularity boundary derived from

in situ measurements is more or less contained within the scintillation

boundaries, the differences may reflect measurement sensitivity. Scin- VV

tillations, being an integrated measurement, may be more sensitive

(particularly at lower frequencies) to the distribution of weaker irregu-

larities than in situ measurements. We speculate that the equatorward

bulge in the scintillation boundary around 1900 MLT might be associated

with the sunset enhancement of F-region irregularities reported in the HF

backscatter literature [94-97]. (A sunset scintillation enhancement in

the Antarctic also has been reported [98].) We note that the dusk sector

is characterized by large subauroral electric fields [99-103] that must

be reckoned with when considering irregularity production mechanisms.

The scintillation boundary also can be compared to the trough loca-

tion shown in Figure 5. The trough curve represents the statistical

location of minimum ionization derived from topside ionograms for Summer

1963 and Kp = 3 [1041. The trough minimum follows the quiet scintilla-

tion boundary closely in the premidnight sector, but diverges from that

boundary in the postmidnight sector. The divergence of the trough mini-

mum from the scintillation boundary may indicate the softening of the

gradient associated with the equatorward boundary of the auroral F layer

or a generally weaker pattern of irregularities in the postmidnight

sector. The effect of a change in latitudinal gradient in F-region

plasma density is to displace the trough minimum equatorward relative to

the latitude of the background plasma density value required to produce

significant scintillations. A possibly related softening of the gradient

at the scintillation boundary in the postmidnight sector has been report-

ed by Aarons et al. [89]. A general weakening of kilometer-scale irregu-

larities in the postmidnight sector has also been reported [105].

A more quantitative morphology of kilometer-scale irregularities was

reported by Clark and Raitt [83, 105]. Using in situ measurements from

the ESRO-4 satellite during a period of declining solar activity, Clark

and Raitt [831 presented contour plots of plasma-density fluctuations

(X > 1.5 km) for different altitude ranges. The Northern Hemisphere
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portion of their results for the altitude range from 400 to 600 km are

sketched in polar coordinates in Figure 6. The shaded areas represent

regions of fractional fluctuations in plasma density that exceeded 8 and

10 percent. Note that local solar time is used; conversion to geomag-

netic coordinates is difficult because data collected at five different

ground stations are intermixed. Nevertheless, the contours do reveal

fluctuation intensity characteristics not available in earlier boundary

descriptions of the polar irregularity zone.

We find generally good agreement with the ten percent contour

regions falling within Dyson's boundaries. The eight percent contours,

however, are seen to extend well into the polar cap. Perhaps most

interesting is the asymmetric local-time distribution of irregularity

strength. The irregularities appear strongest in the afternoon to mid- -,

night sector, weaker in the prenoon sector, and weakest in the early

morning sector (0200 to 0500 LST).

The occurrence of enhanced irregularities in the premidnight sector 9

has also been reported by Basu and Aarons [34]. They examined the

diurnal and seasonal dependence of auroral scintillations using a geo-

stationary satellite. They found a scintillation maximum that occurred

in the premidnight sector during the period, March to May. They sugges- 9

ted that the seasonal control of scintillations is related to the varia-

tion of the tilt angle of the geomagnetic dipole axis and consequent

modulation of particle precipitation in that longitude sector. The

hypothesis is thought to be supported by the absence of a seasonal depen-

dence in the Alaskan sector [106]. The Alaskan morphology, however, also ,,,

contained slightly stronger scintillations in the premidnight sector.

Therefore, whether there is a longitudinal dependence in the seasonal

control of scintillation, or not, the occurrence of enhanced scintilla-

tions in the premidnight sector seems real.

Little is known about kilometer-scale irregularities near the pole-

ward auroral boundary but available evidence seems consistent with the

local production of kilometer-scale irregularities. Frihagen and 9

Jacobsen [17] found that the most intense patch of irregularities
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detected during a rocket flight which covered 66.90 to 72.40 invariant

latitude occurred poleward of the visual aurora. That irregularity patch

was also found to be associated with a large-scale gradient in plasma

density. Basu et al. [59] presented an unambiguous example for the

premidnight sector of enhanced kilometer-scale irregularities along the

poleward auroral boundary. The percentage fluctuations in plasma density

(for X < I km) reached 20 percent (a fivefold increase above the

background level) in a narrow latitudinal region of sunward convection

(> 1.8 km/s). This enhanced irregularity region was situated just

equatorward of the velocity reversal boundary that often marks the polar-

cap boundary. A preliminary analysis of beacon data from the HILAT

satellite also have revealed the persistent occurrence of scintillation

patches in this vicinity. 
0

In addition to the auroral zone, kilometer-scale irregularities are

found in the polar cap. (Although there is no information on irregula-

rity-source regions in the polar cap to compare to, we include their

description here for reference in later sections.) Irregularity strength

there appears to be extremely variable, with maximum intensities occur-

ring during solar maximum, winter and nighttime periods [56, 107].

During periods of maximum solar activity, intense irregularities are 0

observed continuously for 24 hours a day. Basu et al. [56], for example,

showed that the median (50th percentile) value for the scintillation S4

index at 250 MHz varied between 0.4 and 0.6 at Thule, Greenland (polar

cap station), while corresponding estimates at Goose Bay, Labrador

(auroral-zone station) varied between 0.1 and 0.5. On the other hand,

scintillation virtually disappears in the polar cap during periods of

minimum solar activity while they continue to be seen in the auroral zone '.

with only slightly weaker intensities [108]. Decreases in irregularity

strength within the central polar cap reported by various researchers

therefore correspond to observations made during periods of minimum or IN,

declining solar activity [87, 109, 1101.
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SECTION 3

LARGE-SCALE PLASMA STRUCTURE (X > 10 KM)

Large-scale plasma structure has been observed in four distinct

forms: (1) polar-cap patches, (2) boundary (and subauroral) blobs, (3)

sun-aligned arcs, and (4) auroral blobs. (The term "blob" [9, 36, 111] S

is used to describe 100-km-scale enhancements in F-layer plasma density

seen in maps of ionospheric plasma measured in the magnetic meridian

plane.) All four types are of interest because they have been found to

be spatially collocated with enhanced kilometer-scale irregularities.

We, therefore, review their characteristics and consider their source

mechanisms.

3.1 POLAR CAP PATCHES. S

Patches are localized enhancements in F-layer plasma density that (1)

have horizontal dimensions ranging from a few hundred kilometers to 1000

km, (2) are observed in the polar cap, and (3) represent the largest-scale

structure that is associated with kilometer-scale irregularities [39-42].

3.1.1 Observations.

The first definitive observations of patches were reported by

Hill [112]. He mentioned a likely association of his class of iono-

spheric disturbances (i.e., patches) with "sporadic F" events seen in

high-latitude ionograms [113-115]. From an analysis of ionograms taken

at a large number of stations, Hill (1121 described his event type as

having the following characteristics: (1) the transient appearance in the

polar cap of regions of enhanced plasma density the horizontal dimensions

of which are about 2000 km, (2) a peak plasma density in those regions e

that is virtually identical to that found in the dayside, midlatitude

21
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ionosphere, (3) an event duration of two to three hours, and (4) a close

association with the development of auroral currents.

An outstanding patch event, from Hill [112], has been redrawn

and is presented (using polar coordinates) in Figure 7. Contours of

constant foF2 value describe the geographical distribution (latitude

versus longitude) of peak plasma density in the F layer. The three ,V

contour plots, constructed from ionograms taken at hourly intervals from

a number of stations, reveal the temporal development of a polar-cap S

patch in the northern polar region. The contour pattern in Figure 7(a)

could be interpreted as representative of ambient conditions in the polar ".

F layer. The slight bulge in the > 10 MHz contours and the poleward

protrusion of lower-valued foF2 contours from the day sector [local time S

(LT) at 90* W longitude is 1100 LT] resemble quasi-steady-state features

produced by solar- and particle-produced ionization and antisunward

convection [116-118]. .

Figure 7(b) illustrates the penetration phase of the patch S

formation process. There is stiong poleward intrusion of higher-valued

foF2 contours that originally were seen only at midlatitudes (e.g.,

shaded region of > 10-MHz contours); the enhancement in the polar cap is

a factor of four in plasma density (factor of two in foF2 value). The .S

rate of poleward transport of midlatitude plasma, estimated from contour ,

displacements between the top two panels, is about I km/s, a value com- .

parable to convection speeds found in polar regions. Penetration of

dayside plasma into the nightside is indicated by the crossing of the foF2

contours past t!,e solar terminator at 300-km altitude (dashed curve).

Rapic appearance of enhanced plasma densities in the polar cap
thtecedl6 /c3

that exceed 10 el/cm cannot be explained in terms of production by

enhanced particle precipitation in the polar cleft, particularly when the

convection speed is high. Modelling results [117, 118] indicate that

enhanced antisunward convection acts to reduce the time spent by a given

magnetic flux tube in the latitudinally-restricted cleft region resulting

in significantly smaller ionization buildup.
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Figure 7(c) illustrates the detachment phase when a patch

forms in the polar cap because high-density plasma from midlatitudes is

no longer being transported poleward. The apparent change in convection

pattern can be inferred from midlatitude contours which have receded to

lower latitudes in the day sector. In fact, except for the presence of a

patch near the geographic pole, Figure 7(c) closely resembles Figure

7(a). The details of the detachment process, however, are not yet

clear.

Progress has been made on the nature of patches. Most patch

observations have been made recently in the winter polar cap using

various diagnostic sensors at Thule, Greenland and on the Air Force

Geophysics Laboratory (AFGL) aircraft [39-42, 119]. The instrumentation

have included a 630.0-nm all-sky imaging photometer, an ionosonde, and

scintillation recei ers. Examples of patches viewed from Thule are

presented in Figure 8 (42]. Measurements of variations in TEC using

dual-frequency transmissions from the Global Positioning satellite (GPS)

are presented in the lower panel. (The upper panel is discussed in .

Section 3.5.) Unlike the, perhaps stylized, representation of a single

patch in Figure 7(c), multiple patches are seen during a 5-hr period with

considerable structure within each patch. The largest TEC variations

16 2
exceed 20 TEC units (I TEC unit = 10 el/m ). Weber et al. [42] showed

5 3
that peak plasma densities in these patches were about 8 x 10 el/cm

enhanced eightfold above the background F layer.

The patch characteristics derived by the AFGL group are

similar to those by Hill [112]. They found that patches (I) range in

size up to about 1000 km in diameter, (2) occur when the B component of " * -z

the IMF is southward or when Kp > 4, (3) appear to originate from a

region just equatorward of the dayside cusp region and drift antisunward

through the polar cap with speeds of 250 to 700 m/s [42, 119], and (4) %

appear to be produced by solar radiation and not by soft particle preci- -

pitation. Buchau et al. [40] presented a persuasive demonstration of the .

last feature using Figure 9. They show in the center panel that all peak S

plasma densities measured in the winter polar cap were consistent with
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that expected from solar production. The universal time (UT) variation

of solar-produced plasma density at a subcusp latitude that results from

the nonalignment of geomagnetic and geographic poles is shown by the line

curve. The measured plasma densities (shown by dots) are seen to fall

within the envelope created by the line curve but are significantly

larger than those expected over Thule from direct solar radiation (dashed

curve). A similar UT dependence of the nighttime F layer at high lati-

tude was found by comparing plasma densities measured by incoherent-

scatter radars located at different longitudes [120]. High-latitude

ionospheric effects of the displaced poles have been modelled by Sojka et

al. [121].

3.1.2 Patch Generation Mechanism. %

The foregoing discussion suggests that 1000-km parcels of %

solar-produced plasma, on occasion, are detached from the dayside sub-

auroral ionosphere by imposition of a large, eastward electric field at

those latitudes. Those occasions seem likely to correspond to times when

the B or B component of the IMF undergoes large variations. The south-
z y

ward turning of B is known to be rapidly followed by (1) expansion of
z

the auroral oval (and associated electric fields) to lower latitudes, (2)

development of a two-cell convection pattern (with a region of antisun-

ward flow into the polar cap), and (3) a sizeable increase in convection

speed. Once subauroral plasma is drawn into the polar cap, it can be

detached from following midlatitude plasma by retracting the eastward

electric field imposed at low latitudes; e.g., by a northward turning of

B . Equatorward (poleward) cleft movement with a southward (northward)z%
turning of B has been reported [67, 122, 123]. Other scenarios such as

changes in B can be envisioned in which variations in electric field
y

pattern also lead to the transport and detachment of subauroral plasma in % %

the polar cap. -

The plausibility of the above hypothesis is investigated in

following paragraphs. We begin by summarizing the evidence that regio.,s

in the lower latitude, dayside ionosphere could become patches in the
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polar cap. There have been early reports on the existence of a tongue of,

enhanced F-layer plasma density extending into the polar cap from the i

noon sector [116]. But it is not clear from these averaged results

whether the tongue represented a steady-state feature, or effects of

sporadic-F events. Theoretical and numerical models also have shown that

such a tongue could be produced (17, 118, 1241. Although the extent of

poleward protrusion and associated plasma densities strongly depend on

assumed convection pattern and speeds, most of the modeled plasma in the "2

tongue was solar produced. Particle precipitation in the cusp accounts

for - c0 percent of the tongue ionization [118].

Incoherent-scatter radar measurements have shed some light on
the nature of plasma flow through the cusp region and on whether a plasma

tongue is a persistent feature in the polar cap. Foster [125] construct-

ed average morphological patterns of the peak F-region plasma density for

winter c ons ( 0 data sets from December 1978 November 1979 and 

October 1981) and showed a protracted wedge at latitudes just below the 

nominal latitude of the cusp region in the postnoon sector. The average [.

winter distribution from Foster [125] is presented in Figure 0. (The

average Kp index for the 10 days is 3-) The wedge of high plasma den- "

sity (> 10 6 el/cm 3 ) seen in the afternoon sector results from prolonged ""

exposure to solar radiation. The magnetic field lines containing the

for plasma in Figure 0 were shown by Foster [125] to have convected

in sunlight from the morning sector into the afternoon sector, reversing 5,

its direction towards the morning sector, before passing through the cusp

region. The longitudinal width of the solar-enhanced plasma is on thec

order of 000 km, comparable to that of patches. Plasma-density distri- '% V"

butions similar to Figure 0 also have been observed by Evans et al.

[126] and reproduced in model simulations by Sojka et al. [127]. Kelly 

and Vickrey [128], using higher-latitude incoherent-scatter radar measure-

ments, showed in a case study that the wedge of enhanced subauroral plasma

extends to latitudes slightly more poleward than the field of view of the

Chatanika radar (Figure 0), but that it does not protrude as a tongue

into the polar cap.
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Figure 10. Evidence that a reservoir or solar-produced plasma exists at subauroral latitudes F
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The usual absence of a plasma tongue seems to be a consequence

of a corresponding absence of a jocalized region of poleward plasma flow

into the polar cap around noon (i.e., "throat" region). Foster and %

Doupnik [129] analyzed Chatanika incoherent-scatter radar measurements to

show that the eastward electric field between 70' and 740 invariant

latitudes was very weak near noon, increasing to about 15 mV/m in time

sectors 2 to 4 hours away from noon. Sondrestrom incoherent-scatter %

radar measurements also have shown that the convection pattern is pre-

dominantly zonal in that sector [130], without evidence of a throat

region [131). The formation of a throat region in the noon sector is now %N

thought to occur only when the B component of the IMF is close to zero. %OX
y ".

Foster and Doupnik [129] showed that under disturbed conditions, the . .

eastward electric field can increase to about 25 mV/m in a two-hour ' x
sector near noon. A plasma tongue formed under these conditions. These

observations support the hypothesis that the plasma tongue is not a ,. ,!

steady-state feature.

The asymmetric distribution of subauroral plasma density about %

magnetic local noon in Figure 10 also suggests that patch generation

might occur as a result of changes in B . For example, if B changes
y y

such that the polar-cap entry region is shifted from the prenoon sector

to the postnoon sector, and back again, it is conceivable that the en- I %

hanced plasma in the postnoon, subauroral ionosphere would be transported

into the polar cap. Whether the throat actually shifts into the postnoon

sector is not known. Heelis [131] has drawn a schematic representation

of dayside convection as a function of the IMF. In that representation,

the throat remains in the prenoon sector regardless of the sign of B .

If sporadic-F events, plasma tongues, and patches are not

steady-state features, their occurrence is likely to be correlated with

the onset of enhanced electric fields, auroral currents, and magnetic

activity. Similarly, correlations may also be expected with changes in %

the B and B components of the IMF. Hill [112] noted the association of
z y

sporadic-F events with the development of auroral currents. Sato and
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Rourke [132] derived electric field patterns from ground-based magnetome-

ter data to show that the shape of the plasma tongue was consistent with

the presence of antisunward flow over the polar cap. The evidence there-

fore supports the hypothesis that a patch is indeed solar-produced plasma

that has been detached from the dayside subauroral ionosphere by a chang-

ing convection pattern and transported into the polar cap.

3.2 BOUNDARY (AND SUBAURORAL) BLOBS. .

Boundary blobs are identified by their proximity to the equatorward

auroral boundary, and often is interpreted as the poleward wall of the

ionospheric trough. Boundary blobs are characterized by their extreme

longitudinal extent and temporal persistence. Subauroral blobs resemble

boundary blobs but are found in the ionospheric trough region, equator-

ward of the auroral E layer.

3.2.1 General Properties.

The boundary blob was recently noticed in TEC variations that

accompanied scintillation patches. Fremouw et al. [18] noted that a per-

sistent burst of scintillation often occurred at low auroral latitudes,

and that it was almost always collocated with a gradient in TEC. (Lizka

[8] reported these same features but proposed a different interpretation.)
Rino and Owen [20] modelled TEC variations to show that they could be

interpreted as latitudinally-narrow (and altitude extended) slabs of

enhanced F-region plasma density. S

The first unambiguous descriptions of boundary blobs were

obtained with incoherent-scatter radars [133, 134]. Examples of boundary

blobs observed during radar elevation scans in the magnetic meridian are

shown in Figure 11 [3]. Ionospheric features are illustrated by contours 'a-

of constant plasma density plotted as a function of altitude and north-

qouth distance from the radqr. The boundary blob, shown by a shaded
5 3 '.-.

region with contours > 4 x 10 el/cm is situated above the equaLorward

edge of the auroral E layer. Both boundary blob and auroral E layer are

displaced equatorward with time. The persistence of the boundary blob
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may be contrasted with another shaded region (auroral blob) located about

500 km north of the radar that is no longer apparent after the second

radar scan. The stratified F layer equatorward of the boundary blob is

produced by solar radiation. (An excellent example of a boundary blob

observed in the postmidnight sector was presented by de la Beaujardiere

and Heelis [135].)

The remarkable temporal persistence and longitudinal extent of

the boundary blob in Figure II are illustrated in Figure 12 [3]. The

boundary blob was seen in successive elevation scans over a local-time

period that spanned more than 12 hours. In contrast, auiural blobs

appear intermittently, and because they occur in regions of zonal convec-

tion, they are "learly not as extended in east-west direction as boundary
blobs. Senior et al. [136] also analyzed this event and showed that the

.

boundary blob and trough were imbedded in a region of a uniform 0 mV/m

northward electric field.

The existence of subauroral blobs is clearly evident from •

Figure 13 [6]. The subauroral blob was observed for more than three

hours in local time and was situated as much as four degrees equatorward

of the auroral E layer. The subauroral blob also can coexist with a

boundary blob. A contour map constructed from plasma densities measured

during a radar elevation scan in the midnight sector is presented in 5.5

Figure 14 [6]. It shows two blobs: the boundary blob at the equatorward

edge of the auroral E layer and the subauroral blob 350 km south of the

radar.

3.2.2 Source Mechanisms.

The origin of boundary and subauroral blobs can be inferred 1'?
from topological similarities between patches, boundary blobs, and sub- -

auroral blobs; and the unique relationship of the boundary blob to the

equatorward auroral boundary. Consider the cross-sectional area (trans-

verse to the geomagnetic field) occupied by boundary and subauroral 1/
blobs. If we approximate the dimensions of the boundary blob in Figure S

!2 tc be (1) 100 km in latitudinal width and (2) about 12 hr of local
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time with a geographical radius equivalent to 250 in latitude, the cross-

5 2
sectional area of the boundary blob is 8.6 x 10 km 2

. In comparison, a

polar cap patch described by a circle with 500-km radius has a cross-

5 2
sectional area of 7.9 x 10 km . The surprising similarity of their

areas strongly suggests that boundary blobs are simply reconfigured

patches. This hypothesis is consistent with the transport of patches

from the central polar cap into the midnight auroral sector, and sunward

along the equatorward portion of the auroral zone.

Because F-region plasma is virtually incompressible and large-

scale structures decay with a time scale of many hours, it is possible to

model the patch reconfiguration assuming no plasma loss. Using a two-

cell convection model [137], Robinson et al. [4] showed that a circular •

patch in the polar cap, similar to those observed by Weber et al. [41],

convects into the nightside auroral zone and distorts into a latitudinally- . _

confined blob that extends over many degrees of longitude. This recon-

figuration process is shown in Figure 15 [4]. The patch (shaded region) S

is shown at hourly intervals, changing in shape as it enters the midnight

sector and becoming highly elongated as it settles into a location of very

weak (or zero) east-west electric field.

Experimental evidence supports this concept. Examining the -

ion-drift velocity measurements made by the Atmospheric Explorer-C

satellite as it passed through a boundary blob [135], we find that the

east-west electric field was indeed very small equatorward of the bound-

ary blob. This result also is consistent with observations of a uniform •

northward electric field equatorward of the boundary blob [136]. Only

the westward electric-field component must be zero to prevent further

equatorward transport of the boundary blob. Another feature associated

with patch reconfiguration is the nonalignment of the boundary blob with B

the convective streamlines. This feature of nonalignment has been veri-

fied experimentally [136].

It is important to notice that the patch in Figure 15(a)

straddles geomagnetic field lines that circulate in both convection

cells. This placement is consistent with the capture of high-density,
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solar-produced plasma (Figure 10) by an expanded convection pattern and

transport of that plasma through the cusp region. Also, this placement

produces substantial elongation because a portion of the patch plasma is

"held" in the premidnight stagnation region while the remainder of the

patch is transported sunward in both evening and morning sectors. In

this sense, Figure 15(d) is consistent with Figure 12. With the convec-

tion pattern in Figure 15, we can envision other forms of patch recon-

figuration. A circular patch placed on geomagnetic field lines contained

entirely in the morning convection cell, for example, will not become as

elongated as that in Figure 15(d). Other shapes therefore seem possible

from the patch reconfiguration process.

There also is evidence that soft-particle precipitation con-

tributes to ionization in boundary blobs; how much is less clear.

Leitinger et al. [1381 showed that TEC enhancements often occurred along

the equatorward edge of the diffuse aurora and presented an example

(taken during the recovery phase of a magnetic storm) in which 100-eV 5

electron precipitation appeared intense enough (> 10 0 el/cm 2/sr/s/keV)

to produce the TEC enhancement. Tanskanen et al. [139] analyzed three

events, all occurring during substorm activity, that showed the presence

of precipitating electrons with energies < 100 eV and fluxes

10 2
> 10 el/cm /sr/keV. Slater et al. [1401 showed that the equatorward

boundary of the diffuse aurora, as viewed at 630.0 nm, is spatially ?%
%.

correlated with low-energy (E < I keV) electron precipitation and the 0,

poleward edge of the ionospheric trough. On the other hand, Weber et al.

[6] analyzed near-simultaneous measurements of electron (and proton)

precipitation and the plasma density in a boundary blob and concluded

that the precipitation was too weak to account for the observed ioniza- -S

tion. These results suggest that precipitation along the equatorward

auroral boundary may be intermittent.

In another investigation, Robinson et al. [4] used a simple

*! model to estimate distributions of F-region plasma that might result from

several (hypothetical) precipitation patterns, including (1) uniform

auroral precipitation, (2) precipitation along the equatorward auroral
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boundary, and (3) precipitation in the Harang discontinuity region. They

showed that convection speed through precipitation regions determined the

final distribution, and that all three patterns mentioned resulted in

enhanced plasma densities near the equatorward portion of the auroral

zone. Because convection speed is slowest in the Harang discontinuity

region, they found that largest enhancements occur there. To support

their hypothesis, they presented four data sets that contained large-

scale plasma enhancements in the Harang discontinuity region. -

Although F-region plasma may be enhanced by particle precipit-

ation in the Harang discontinuity region, the dominant plasma enhance-

ments found in the midnight sector seems to be reconfigured patches

rather than precipitation-produced structures. Given that patches enter

the auroral region in the midnight sector, their intermittent presence is

expected in that vicinity. The differentiating feature between the two

interpretations is that the first calls for semipermanent "standing"

plasma structures [4] while the second suggests transient, convecting

features. That is, if precipitation is the dominant source, plasma

structures in the Harang discontinuity region should become more evident

with increasing geomagnetic activity. On the other hand, convecting ".

features should occur independently of ongoing geomagnetic activity. We

note that enhanced plasma densities are not seen in the midnight sector

in Figure 10 when the average Kp index was 3-. In comparison, the

average Kp index for the four data sets presented in Robinson et al. [4] -

is 2+. Although the evidence is not totally convincing, it seems to

favor patch reconfiguration as the dominant source of boundary and sub- ..

auroral blobs. .-

Boundary blobs therefore are convection dominated, and their

common occurrence along the equatorward auroral boundary is consistent S

with the presence of a negligible westward electric field equatorward of N

the diffuse aurora under ambient nighttime conditions. If the latitudin-

al gradient of the westward electric field is steep poleward of the

equatorward auroral boundary, we might expect multiple boundary blobs to S
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0stack up near the equatorward electric field limit. (An example of two,.

boundary blobs is seen in the bottom panel of Figure II.) 0 -

The existence of subauroral blobs is consistent. with the

convective nature of boundary blobs and the enhancement. of the westward

electric field in the midnight sector following the southward turning of

Bz and during subsequent substorm activity [141-1451. The rojgion (if

enhanced westward electric field expands with the auroral oval during

substorm growth and expansive phases, resulting in the equatorward t rans-

port of the boundary blob. During substorm recovery phase, the auroral

oval retreats poleward toward its ambient, latitude. The boundary blob,

however, remains at the lowest latitude reached during substorm penetra-

tion because an eastward electric field does not develop during the

recovery phase. In other words, the equatorward transport of F-region

plasma in the midnight sector is irreversible.

This hypothesis of subauroral blob "production" by the tran-

sient appearance of a substorm-related westward electric field can beAt

tested by using the dependence of the equatorward edge of the diffuse

aurora on geomagnetic gp index [69]. Using the midnight-sector data in

Figure 13 as an example, we find that the boundary blob was situated

around 640 invariant latitude and the subauroral blob around 620 in--

variant latitude. The latter location is assumed to represent the lati-

tude of the equatorward auroral boundary during past substorm activity.

Using the empirical formula derived by Gussenhoven et al. [691, we corn- ..

pute corresponding Kp indices of 2- and 3-, respectively. On 29 January -

1979, the Kp index was 2+ in the midnight sector and ranged from 3 to 3

during the previous six h,rs. This example, therefore, is in excellent e

agreement with the proposed mechanism. -".-

Similar conclusions were drawn by Bates et al. 11331 about the -

locat ion of the poleward wall of the ionospheric trough (i.e. boundary % %

blob) relative to d-.. rete visual aurora. They found that the poleward,

trough wall was located a couple of degrees equatorward of the most-

equatorward position reached by discrete arcs within t he past few hour:;. S

(The slight equatorward displacement placed the trough wall near the
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diffuse auroral boundary.) Mikkelsen [146] also found that the poleward

trough wall moves equatorward with the auroral E layer during substorm

expansion, but that the F-layer plasma does not retreat poleward during

recovery phase. The "fossil" theory of F-region troughs, proposed by

Evans et al. [1261, also is based on a similar concept.

3.3 SUN-ALIGNED ARCS, AURORAL BLOBS, AND LOCALIZED DEPLETIONS.

Little is known about sun-aligned arcs. They are usually aligned

with the noon-midnight meridian and are found in the polar cap under

quiet geomagnetic conditions (B > 0). Coordinated particle measurements
z

from the DMSP-F4 satellite with optical measurements from Thule, Green-

land have shown that subvisual arcs viewed at 630.0 nm are spatially

coincident with precipitating fluxes of low-energy (< 500 eV) electrons

(147]. These intense fluxes (often approaching 1010 el/cm /s/sr) appear

to be identical with "polar showers" [148], which also occur in the polar

cap when B > 0 [149-151]. Enhanced plasma densities are associated with

these sun-aligned arcs, suggesting direct production by the soft-particle

precipitation. Buchau et al. [39] reported peak plasma densities in sun-
6 3

aligned arcs of < 10 el/cm , a fourfold increase above the background F

layer. Carlson et al. [152] found that plasma densities in sun-aligned
-

arcs were enhanced above the background by about a factor of three, from 0e,

5 3
0.5 to 1.5 x 10 el/cm . The maximum plasma densities appear to have a

solar cycle dependence. They also found that sun-aligned arcs are asso-

ciated with velocity shears.

Little is a]go known about auroral blobs. They are observed in the

auroral oval (Figure 11) and appear to be restricted in longitudinal '.

extent (Figure 12), at least compared to the boundary blob (3]. The

distribution shown in Figure 12 suggests that they might favor the night

sector. As with the large-scale plasma structures found in the midnight

sector by Robinson et al. [4], we cannot ignore the likelihood that sun- . *

aligned arcs also enter the midnight auroral oval with the development of

antisunward convection. Sun-aligned arcs, being polar-cap features, are

likely to pass through the Harang discontinuity region and settle near
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the equatorward auroral boundary. Whether auroral blobs and sun-aligned

arcs are related is not known.

Besides sun-aligned arcs, there is evidence for other sources of

auroral blobs. Case studies have been reported of auroral blobs occur-

ring near the poleward auroral boundary as well within the auroral oval

[123, 153, 154]. Figure 16 is an example of a blob found along the

poleward auroral boundary in the postnoon sector [1541. The top panel

displays contours of plasma density constructed from Sondrestrom inco-

herent-scatter radar measurements. The plasma-density enhancement,

defined here by the shaded region (> 2 x 105 el/cm 3), is seen to be

skewed, being situated 20 km north of the radar (740 invariant latitude)

at 250-km t and perhaps 60 km north of the radar at 200-km alti-

tude. (The skew is real; the plasma density measurements have been

rearranged so that the geomagnetic field lines are vertical in theN

figure.) The downward protrusion of the blob below 200 km altitude can

be interpreted in terms of ongoing (and localized) particle precipita-

tion. The bottom panel shows that the localized precipitation was asso-

ciated with the gradient in the northward electric field component (i.e.,

where V 0 E < 0), at the velocity reversal region usually associated

with the polar cap boundary. Although overhead radar measurements of the

electric field are extremely error sensitive, the apparent presence of a

weak westward electric field component is consistent with plasma produc-

tion at the velocity reversal and a slow equatorward transport of the new

ionization to the location of the observed blob (at > 200 km altitude).

Because plasma drift is predominantly zonal, ionization buildup continues

on a given magnetic flux tube until it leaves the V 0 E < 0 (or precipi-

tation) region. Upward transport implied by the shape of the blob in

Figure 16 is also expected in this region of both frictional and particle

heating [153]. (Related blob observations by Foster et al. [123] and

Kofman and Wickwar [153] also were made in the postnoon sector.)

Although auroral blobs have been observed in the nightside auroral %

zone, the systematics of their occurrence have yet to be determined. 0

When derived, it is possible that their morphology will be consistent
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Figure 16. Example of an auroral blob situated along the polar--cap boundary, 9 September 1983 [541. -

The corresponding latitudinal distributions of ionospheric conductances and the electric field
are shown in the bottom panels.
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with that for suprathermal electron bursts reported by

Johnstone and Winningham [155]. These events are characterized by
10 2

intense fluxes (- 10 el/cm /sr/keV/s) of low-energy (< 100 eV) elec-

trons. (The primary question is whether their observed duration of

several seconds is long enough to produce detectable ionization.)

Suprathermal electron bursts are found on either side of the region of

discrete auroral arcs and, hence, in the poleward portion of the auroral .

oval. East-west electric fields, of course, would redistribute in lati-

tude any blobs that might be produced.

Case studies also have shown that the F-layer plasma density can be

locally depleted near the poleward auroral boundary, probably as a result

of aeronomical changes produced by large electric fields [59]. Large,

localized electric fields along the polar cap boundary have been reported

[135, 156, 157].

3.4 PARTICLE SOURCE.

There seems to be some disagreement in the open literature about W,

whether soft-particle precipitation is capable of producing blobs.

Kelley et al. [36] presented a convincing example in which in situ 1

measured variations in plasma density (by rocket) in the F region closely

tracked variations in total energy flux associated with precipitating

electrons. Those results are presented in Figure 17. Sojka and Schunk

[158] concluded from numerical computations using a theoretical model

that a blob with a few times 105 el/cm 3 peak plasma density could be
-

produced readily in the auroral F layer; therefore, blobs should be ..

frequently observed in the auroral ionosphere. Other results supporting

this thesis have been presented [48, 59]. On the other hand, Weber et

al. [6] in a case study concluded that electron precipitation did not

appear responsible for direct production of the observed blobs. Other

theoretical computer models of the polar ionosphere showed that typical

soft precipitation events do not rapidly produce F-region ionization

[159, 1601. •
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In an attempt to clarify some of the disagreement, we have plotted

in Figure 18 various electron spectra that are representative of auroral

precipitation events. As a reference, we have included the electron

spectrum from Reasoner and Chappell [161] which has been used by several

investigators in their model ionization computations [160, 162]. That

spectrum is representative of the center of inverted-V events, and as

seen in Figure 18, is similar to that for the diffuse aurora [163].

(Numerous other examples of plasma-sheet particle spectra have been

compiled by Hones et al. [1641.) The differential number flux is about

10 elcm 2/s/sr/keV at 100 eV for that reference spectrum.

There are at least three types of precipitation events with low-

energy electron fluxes that are more than two orders of magnitude greater

than the reference spectrum. Two types are shown in Figure 18. Fairly

well known are cusp electrons whose range of spectral shapes are con-

tained within the shaded region [165]. The differential fluxes around

10 2
100 eV approach 10 el/cm /s/sr/keV. The other type is localized preci-

pitation found in the poleward portion of the auroral oval during substorm

activity [139]. (Similar spectra are found in suprathermal electron pre-

cipitation events [1551.) A third type is localized precipitation along

the equatorward boundary of the auroral oval, also occurring during sub-

storm activity [139]. This last type is not unlike cusp electrons, with

peak differential fluxes near 100 eV of about 10 0 el/cm 2/s/sr/keV.

We note that the model spectrum used by Roble and Rees [159], N.

labeled soft/night in Figure 18, is similar to that for cusp electrons. S

The results of their calculations are presented in Figure 19. The ion-

ization rate is seen to reach a steady state within 10 s. The plasma-
M rs

density buildup, however, is very slow at F-region altitudes. While the

plasma density at 200-km altitude reaches equilibrium in 20 min, the

plasma-density buildup at 300 km begins to become noticeable at 100 s and

is still increasing at 1000 s. From Figure 19, we estimate an increase %,

of about 1.5 x 105 el/cm in about 20 min. These results are consistent

with the measurements presented in Fi8-. 17 ; ..;-;L t :l.in pcak •

6 3
plasma densities in excess of 10 el/cm.
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Additional evidence exists in incoherent-scatter radar data that

suggests particle-produced ionization rates in the F region can be a few

times faster than predicted by the model computations of Roble and Rees Awl

[159]. (Observations of faster ionization rates, of course, are consis-

tent with observations of larger soft-particle fluxes [139]. Examples of

auroral blobs obtained with the Chatanika incoherent-scatter radar are

presented in Figure 20. First, note that all blobs in the two panels

extend upward from the E layer into the F layer. The presence of en- .

hanced plasma density below 200-km altitude indicates ongoing precipita- I

tion. The blobs are seen to extend up to altitudes in excess of 350 km

suggesting either rapid upward transport of ionization produce_ below, or

in situ production. The feature of interest is that some of the blobs '.

arc not aligned with the magnetic field lines while others are. Those

that are not aligned with magnetic field line (dotted lines) are closely --

aligned with a radar line of sight. (The best example is seen in the

left panel.) This alignment with the radar line of sight can be inter-

preted in terms of an ionization production rate that is more rapid than

the radar-beam scan time. In other words, blobs are being produced more

rapidly than the scan time of the radar. If this interpretation is

correct, particle precipitation events of this kind appear capable of P

producing auroral blobs with peak plasma densities of 3 x 105 el/cm 3 in .-

less than a minute.

In cases in which direct blob production does not appear possible

from the associated particle flux, we suggest the possibility of "spatial

resonance." That is, if the plasma convects with the speed and direction

of the particle source, it is possible to continue ionization production

on a magnetic field line longer than if the field line convected through

the source region. An example of such a situation is presented in Figure

16.

The result of this evaluation is that blobs with peak plasma den-
5 ,3 p u

sities of up to 3 x 10 el/cm can be produced within a few minutes by

observed levels of soft-particle precipitation. Further ionization

enhancement is possible through a spatial resonance mechanism.
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Part of the confusion and disagreement appears to have originated in

attempts to account for plasma densities within boundary (and subauroral)

blobs. These blobs appear to be solar produced and, therefore, should be

compared to peak plasma densities in the dayside subauroral ionosphere.

With this distinction, we arrive at a unified framework describing

sources of large-scale plasma structure.

3.5 RELATIONSHIP TO SMALLER-SCALE IRREGULARITIES.

The phenomenology of large-scale plasm structure resembles that of

smaller-scale irregularities. The winter polar cap appears to be popu-

lated with two types of structures, sun-aligned arcs (B > 0) and patches
z

(B < 0). Strong scintillations are associated with sun-aligned arcsz

during solar maximum [1471, but not during solar minimum [40].

Strong scintillation is also associated with polar cap patches, as

seen in Figure 8. Variations in TEC (lower panel) closely follow those

in scintillation intensity (S4 ) measured at 1.2 GHz using GPS satellite ,

transmissions (upper panel). Most measurements of this kind indicate

that km-scale irregularities populate the entire patch structure during

solar maximum, with a tendency for enhanced irregularities to occur along

trailing edges of patches [41]. Much weaker scintillations are found 0

during solar minimum, again occurring throughout the entire patch with ..

stronger irregularities near the trailing edge [40, 42].

A similar correspondence between smaller-scale irregularities and

large-scale plasma structure is found in the auroral oval: (I) the -

equatorward irregularity-source region with boundary blobs (and perhaps,

subauroral blobs), and (2) the poleward irregularity-source region with

auroral blobs and localized plasma depletions. The spatial collocation

of scintillation patches with both a boundary blob and a subauroral blob

is seen in Figure 14. Although a similar example is not available to

illustrate the spatial collocation along the poleward auroral boundary,

we have shown that both the poleward HF curtain (Figure 3) and the

auroral blob (Figure 16) occur in a region of sunward convection, i.e.,

in the auroral oval, not the polar cap. We speculate that the slightly
.,.,.,
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enhanced irregularities found in the Harang discontinuity region by Clark

and Raitt [105] (see Figure 6) and by Basu and Aarons [34] might actually

represent the passage of polar-cap structure into the auroral region.

From the foregoing, there is good reason to expect fluid interchange

instabilities to play a dominant role in irregularity production by MFTI

across a mean horizontal gradient associated with the large-scale plasma -

structure. We also might argue that the similar morphologies simply

indicate the fractional fluctuation in plasma density is actually distri-

buted throughout the polar regions and that the absolute fluctuations in

plasma density are determined by the mean plasma density (i.e., the

large-scale structure). That this is not the case is demonstrated by

additional evidence presented in Section 4.4.

-....
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SECTION 4

INTERCHANGE INSTABILITIES

In this section, we review the basic properties of interchange

instabilities; then, using experimental evidence, we evaluate their

effectiveness in the polar ionosphere. Being interested in the underly-

ing physics, we present analytic forms of the linear growth rate of

irregularities to illustrate explicit dependences on physical parameters.

All forms have been derived using small-amplitude perturbation analysis.

We also discuss results from nonlinear numerical computations to assess

whether predictions from linear instability theory remains valid under

more realistic conditions. (Readers interested in a more detailed mathe-

matical description are referred to Keskinen and Ossakow [45] and refer-

ences therein.)

4.1 BASIC THEORY.

4.1.1 E x B (Gradient-Drift) Instability.

The E x B instability is schematically described in Figure 21.

With a plasma density gradient directed in the x direction and an applied 'I
electric field in the y direction, the geometry is unstable to develop-

ment of polarization electric fields. The positive feedback loop oper- S

ates as follows. When a perturbation pattern is imposed on the plasma-

density contours, the pattern associated with the ions drift to the right

in the "Pedersen" direction (represented by the solid curve) leaving the

highly-magnetized electrons (dashed curve) behind. The resulting charge S

separation is accompanied by a polarization electric field, E . The % "
-p

E x B motion is in a direction such that the initial perturbation is

amplified by moving less-dense plasma further into regions of more-dense

plasma, and vice versa. Irregularities, therefore, grow as a result of 0
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MFTI along an existing mean gradient. (The above scenario is assumed to A

take place in a coordinate system drifting in the positive x direction

with a speed E /B relative to the neutral gas.)

In the simplest one-dimensional case with k 0 B = 0 ("flute"

mode), the linear growth rate of the E x B instability [26] is

V0

Yo L n << V '.n

where V is the "slip" velocity, i.e., ion drift relative to the neutral
0

gas, L is the gradient scale length, w is the wave frequency, and v, is .
in 0.

the ion-neutral collision frequency. When there is no neutral wind, V
0

is equal to E /B, where E is the applied electric field. The growth
0 0

rate is derived using a local approximation (kL >> 1), which is equiva-

lent to ignoring the presence of any conducting background plasma. In

other words, linear analysis assumes that L remains constant over dis-

tances much greater than the wave displacement amplitude; therefore, the -

wave is unaffected by the presence of any background plasma. Note that

there is no wave number (k = 2v/X) dependence, implying that all irregu- r.-e
%

larity scales are amplified equally.

Ossakow et al. [166] extended collisional theory [Eq. (1)] to

include ion-inertial effects. In this high-altitude (or inertial) domain,

the linear growth rate is given by

VV in /2 0
Y = L W > > i n ( 2 ) %

This form of the growth rate also is independent of k but decreases slow-
1/2ly with altitude through its dependence on (v. ) Equating Eqs.(l)in

and (2), we find that the crossover altitude occurs where v, = V /L.in o
Ossakow et al. [166] showed that the domains governed by Eqs.(1) and (2)

require the conditions v. >> 4V /L and vin << 4V /L, respectively. Forin o in o . -,,

example, if L = 20 km and V = 1 km/s, the boundary between the two
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domains is around 350-km altitude. The E x B instability, therefore, is

active at all ionospheric altitudes of interest.

In the polar ionosphere, structuring of blobs must be consider-

ed as a two-dimensional process [167]. Electric fields (or other drivers)

are, in general, oriented at some arbitrary angle with respect to the blob

walls; consequently, blobs are likely to have a component of the electric

field that is parallel to the wall gradient (in plasma density). The
..

linear growth rates derived using the local approximation and generalized

geometry become [168, 169] 7

k k V
y- -o

Y k kL W < < Vin' (3)

and

k kOVv.
y - -o ink- 1 L ]/2

kL W/>> V V.. (4)

The growth rate remains independent of k and is simply dependent on the

drift component and the effective gradient-scale-length, both in the

direction of the wave vector.

4 Huba and Zalesak [170] used nonlocal theory to derive a third

form, the linear growth rate in the long wavelength limit (kL << i).

They showed that the growth rates are identical to Eqs.(1) and (2) if L_

is replaced by

no - nb "-

k ] (5)
y n' + nb

where n' = n + n b and subscripts c and b refer to the cloud (blob) and
*c nb'"

background, respectively. In this limit, the growth rate is insensitive

to the details of the plasma-density gradient and, instead, is propor-

tional to the wave number and the difference in plasma density between

blob ind background. The appearance of a wave number dependence in the
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growth rate indicates that smaller-scale irregularities grow faster than 6

larger-scale irregularities, all other factors being equal.

Consider some of the implications of Eqs.(l) through (5). For

irregularities with X = 1 km (10 km), the local approximation is valid

when L >> 160 m (1.6 km) and the long wavelength approximation applies

when L << 160 m (1.6 km). If we assume that initial value of L produced

by auroral and aeronomical processes is typically around 20 km in the .. ,.

high-latitude F layer, the local approximation holds at early times for

both I- and 10-km irregularities. The growth rate, therefore, is iden-

tical for both irregularity scales. As the L associated with the walls

of large-scale plasma structure decreases (a result of the E x B insta-

bility) to a length much shorter than 1.6 km, the growth rate of 10-km

irregularities enters the kL << I regime while that for 1-km irregulari-

ties remains in the kL >> I regime. Recognizing that the growth rate

from the long wavelength limit is always much smaller than that from the

local approximation, we conclude that the growth at 10-km scales must _

slow considerably (relative to that at 1-km scales) under these condi-

tions. As L decreases to a length much shorter than 160 m, the growth r-

rate of I-kin irregularities also enters the kL << I regime; however, its

growth continues to be at least ten times that of 10-km irregularities

because of the k dependence. Irregularity growth is predicted by Eqs.(1)

through (5) to be much stronger at short wavelengths.

A nonlocal stability analysis applied to a two-dimensional

geometry with an arbitrary electric field vector also reveals new effects S
[168, 171]. If we assume a one-level plasma-cloud model in which the

current is divergence-free with no field-aligned current, the electric-

field component parallel to the plasma-density gradient becomes inhomoge-

neous from polarization effects in the Pedersen direction. The result is

a velocity s~iear in plasma drift perpendicular to the gradient in plasma

density. The velocity shear produced by the inhomogeneous electric field

acts to stabilize the E x B instability at short wavelengths. Stability

is achieved for a modest value of the electric-field component, i.e.,

E (x ) 2kDE [171] where D is the scale width of the blob wall, and kD , _'

x 0 oy
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is assumed to be much greater than unity. Huba et al. [168) showed that

stabilization is produced by the wave Doppler shift associated with the

velocity shear rather than the shear itself. Nonlinear simulations of

this effect were presented by Keskinen [169].

4.1.2 Current-Convective Instability.

-. ,-

The current-convective instability [22, 31] is similar to the

E x B instability in that F-region polarization electric fields are set

up to maintain current continuity in the direction perpendicular to the P

gradient in plasma density. The current-convective instability uses a

component of field-aligned current for this purpose. To do so, the wave

vector must have a component parallel to the geomagnetic field. The
current of interest is i k. Once the poarzation fields are set up,

the E x B motion is identical to Figure 21.
-p - N.

The linear growth rate including both current-convective and 
VP

E x B instabilities [22] is given by S

V in
V(4n + V~~~L pN

2 (6)
LL i~ + Ve k) + £'?i

in e y -i

where V is the field-aligned drift velocity of electrons relative to

ions, and other parameters have their usual meanings. Setting V = 0, we •

obtain the linear growth rate for the current-convective instability.

The growth rate of the current-convective instability is also independent

of k.

If we set V = 0 and k - 0 in Eq. (6), we recover the maximum

linear growth rate, yo for the E x B instability [Eq. (1)]. From

Eq. (6), we see that the effective velocities for the E x B and current-

convective instabilities are V (v in/Q i ) and V11(k11/ky) , with each divided

by the factor enclosed by square brackets in the denominator. Maximum •

growth for the current-convective instability occurs when
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k, [(Q2.) Q S2. -1/2

ky in /  e in '

-5 -4At 350-to-400-km altitude, k1 /ky - 7 x 10 and v in/0i - 10- . The two
velocities, therefore, require comparable values for a given growth rate.

Linear theory for the current-convective instability also has

been extended to include the long-wavelength limit [172] and velocity- V

shear stabilization [173]. Huba [172] showed that in the kL << I regime

the growth rate is identical to Eq. (6) with Eq. (5) substituted in place

of L Both extensions to linear theory include the collisional and

inertial domains.

Although Eq. (6) states that comparable velocities are needed S

to drive the current-convective and E x B instabilities, a serious diffi-

culty arises because V refers to field-aligned current carried by the

thermal plasma. (The presence of an electron precipitation current has

negligible effect on the current-convective growth rate [174].) For the

auroral zone, this situation is believed to occur principally in downward

field-aligned current regions. The maximum value for the large-scale

current density (averaged over several degrees of latitude) is about 2

20
uA/m in the morning "Region I" sector (0700 to 0800 MLT), and about I V_

2
vA/m in the premidnight "Region 2" sector (2100 to 2300 MLT) [175].

(These statistically-averaged values were obtained for Kp values between
22- and 4+. ) If the field-aligned current density is I uA/m , the plasma

3 3 0density must be about 6 x 10 el/cm or less to allow a parallel drift

velocity of I km/s. Because plasma density in the F layer is about 100

times that value, we expect the parallel drift velocity to be smaller by

the same factor, or about 10 m/s.

Larger current densities, however, have been observed in more

localized regions. Bythrow et al. [176], for example, have reported an

extraordinary case in which the downward current density was 94 pA/mL in

the evening sector. These results suggest that the large-scale field-

aligned current systems reported by Tijima and Potemra [175] do not

%
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contribute substantially to irregularity production by the current-con- 6*0

vective instability. It is conceivable, however, that more localized,

downward field-aligned currents (such as those associated with auroral

arcs) might effectively drive the current-convective instability. How-

ever, the effect of a finite current-channel width is to reduce its

growth rate [177]. To make matters worse, Huba and Chaturvedi [178]

showed that the finite extent of blobs along geomagnetic field lines also 5.-.

acts to strongly damp the instability.

Kczkincn and Ossakow [23, 24] extended earlier results [179]

by using a two-sided slab model to simulate the latitudinal cross-section

of an F-region blob. They ignored all inertial terms, assumed a gradient

2
scale length of 20 km and a field-aligned current of 1 uA/m . The two 0

nonlinear simulations differed only in their grid size; earlier results

were appropriate for the wavelength range from 3 to 100 km, and the -

latter for 0.1 to I ksa. In these simulations, elongated structure deve-

loped in (north-south) directions parallel to the mean gradient, indicat-

ing that the nonlinear mode coupling effects suggested by Chaturvedi and

Ossakow [180] do not produce east-west (orthogonally) oriented sheets.
".

Keskinen and Ossakow [23] suggested that east-west aligned sheets may

develop from a secondary E x B instability acting on the walls of north-

south aligned primary sheets. Keskinen and Ossakow [24] presented simu-

lations of this cascade process using a simplified model.

4.2 EFFECTS OF BACKGROUND PLASMA.

4.2.1 Basic Considerations.

Both irregularity generation by interchange instabilities and

irregularity decay through cross-field diffusion are controlled by charge

separation and the development of a polarization (or ambipolar) electric

field. This polarization electric field, in turn, is affected by (1) the

presence of a background plasma, and (2) the effects of electron dynamics

along geomagnetic field lines. When considering interchange instabili-

ties, we cannot ignore the presence of other ionospheric layers (not to
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mention the magnetosphere). The F-region blob (or cloud) may be consid-•

ered as being imbedded in a background F layer, as well as being elec-

trically coupled to the E layer (and magnetosphere) by highly conducting q

magnetic field lines. Coupling occurs through equipotential mapping of

transverse electric fields and the high mobility of electrons along -

geomagnetic field lines.

The primary effects of a background plasma on interchange .,

instabilities can be characterized in terms of two ratios involving (1) "

the Pedersen conductance (i.e., the field-line-integrated Pedersen con-

ductivity, Z P) of the cloud and background plasma, and (2) the relative

compressibility of cloud and background plasmas. By compressible, we

mean that ion density can be changed on a magnetic field line as a result g-

of transverse ion motion. (Charge neutrality is maintained by correspon-. .Z"

ding electron motion along magnetic field lines.) The ratio of the ,

Pedersen conductances, M, is given by %-.1'

p+ Ecp

M- =b  - I + (I,/ bp  (8)

where the superscript c refers to the plasma-density enhancement ofni

interest (blob, cloud, striation), and the superscript b refers to the

background plasma. er

The relative compressibility of the background plasma, C is

defined by the ratio of ion-dynamical parameters fe lnaaru

Cr c() (9)• \

Because ion collision frequency decreases exponentially with altitude

the background plasma is considered relatively compressible (C > ) if

located below the cloud, e.g., in the E layer, and relatively incompres-

p" V V1% n N

where ( thspescipt lcrerso the lasma-ensity nhancemaent of

rr

defind bythe atio f io-dynmicalparaeter
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4.2.2 Incompressible Background.

The F layer is usually thought of as an incompressible, con-

ducting background in which blobs are imbedded. In most cases, blobs

appear to have a similar altitude profile as that of the background F

layer and, therefore, correspond to the case, C = 1. On the other hand,
r

barium ion clouds deposited at altitudes below the F-layer peak corres-

pond to the case, C < 1. The primary effects (known as "end shorting")

r
of an incompressible, finite temperature, conducting background are (1)

to reduce the polarization electric field that determines the irregular-

ity growth rate, and (2) to decrease the Ambipolar electric field that 4..

keeps ions from freely diffusing across geomagnetic field lines; hence,

end shorting acts to stabilize the E x B instability and enhance cross-

field diffusion [181-186]. %

Analytic forms of the linear growth rate for the E x B insta- ,.-.

bility containing explicit dependences on the M factor have been derived N

by various researchers. Francis and Perkins [183] derived a form appli-

cable to patches in the dark polar cap, or to subauroral blobs (i.e.,

M - 4, C = 1). The linear growth rate equation for large k is given by

I D
Y ( -- ) -2 (I - +) 2 (10)2 - + o(-j) o).-' K

M L kY

where y is defined by Eq. (1) and

KT. . "
D1 in ,i. n.

D =

ii 2
O.M.

is the cross-field diffusion coefficient for ions, and the last term in P

Eq. (10) represents the residual from a power series expansion of the

more complex, but exact, analytic form. If we allow M to vary, Eq. (10)

reduces to Eq. (1) when M - - (no background plasma) and cross-field

diffusion is ignored. As M approaches unity, the growth rate tends
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toward zero. Volk and Haerendel [181] obtained a similar form for the

case of no ion diffusion (D = 0). Eq. (10) is also in agreement with
.Li 2

the numerical results of Shiau and Simon [182]. Note that D 1.5 m Is

at 350-km altitude for typical F-region parameters. This value is to be

compared with the classical diffusion coefficient of 0.2 m 2 Is.

The M dependence is also evident in the linear growth rate

derived for the long wavelength limit [187]. If we allow plasma den-

sities, nc and n in Eq. (5) to be replaced by corresponding Pedersen

conductances, the linear growth rate for the kL << I regime of the E x B

instability (in the absence of cross-field diffusion) takes the form

M- I
y = V 0k y ( 1 II

oy M+1 1

which is similar to the driving terms in Eq. (10). Note that Eq. (11) is

derived using a one-level model [170], and therefore corresponds to the
one-dimensional, C = I case.

r

Zalesak and Huba [1871 extended the results of Ossakow and

Chaturvedi [188] to show that the total electric field inside a two-

dimensional, elliptical cloud takes the form

E =E (12)
-o MR + I

where E is the applied, external electric field, and R is the ratio of e
--0

major to minor axes of the ellipse. The factor in parenthesis in Eq. B

(12) represents effects of two-dimensional shielding produced by the

cloud. Substituting Eq. (12) into Eq. (11), Zalesak and Huba [187]

obtained the following functional form for the linear growth rate of a

two-dimensional (elliptical) cloud, -

(M- 1)(R + 1)

o y (M + 1)(MR + 1) (13)
1
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The reduction in y for small M is due to one-dimensional, polarization-

shorting effects alone [Eq. (11)], while the fall off in y for large M is

due to two-dimensional shielding alone [Eq. (12)]. Eq. (13), for R = 1,

is similar in form to those derived by others [189, 190]. The form of

Eq. (13) is historically interesting because it appeared to account for .

the delayed onset (and hence, small growth rates) of striations in barium

ion clouds characterized by large M values [187, 189, 190]. (Whether %

two-dimensional shielding effects actually plays a role in striation
i

development still remains to be investigated.) We show, however, in

Section 4.4.2 that high-latitude F-region irregularities are usually

characterized by small M values and, therefore, are not strongly affected

by two-dimensional shielding effects.
i

Different characteristics appear when C << I. For the case
r

(Q/v) >> I, and (kL) >> I, Francis and Perkins [183] derived the
* c

following form for the linear growth rate [see their Eq. (27)],

1 2 1 2"

Y Y (-) 2 - (Di) k2  (14)

The approximations used to derive Eq. (14) are most appropriate for a

plasma cloud deposited in the nighttime F region. The background plas-

ma, in this case, would be the F layer. Eq. (14) is similar to Eq. ."
2

(10), except that the diffusive loss term now has a wave number depend-

ence. Cross-field diffusion therefore acts to reduce the growth rate

with increasing k.

Vickrey and Kelley [184] estimated the decay rate of kilo-

meter-scale irregularities oy crost-field d.ffusion in the presence of a

conducting background. Although their p-oblem statement is for the E

-liyer, their formulation is for an incompressible bac'kgrourd. (A pas-

- sive, uniform background is assumed with no image formation. They argued

that images would be suppressed by rapid recombination chemistry in the E

. layer if the plasma density there is high enough.) Their resultant decay
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rate, with appropriate approximations, is identical to the last term in

Eq. (14). .

Zalesak et al. (186] considered the effects of relative com-

pressibility (C ) on the E x B instability. They used a two-level model,r - -

one level for the plasma cloud and the other for a relatively incompres-

sible (i.e., virtually no image formation) background layer with finite

temperature. Separate layers were introduced so that different mobili- %

ties and temperatures could be assigned to cloud and background plasmas,

and hence, C could be varied. They showed that the total Pedersen

conductance (which controls the strength of polarization electric fields)

could be expressed in the form of a diffusion equation where the effec-

tive diffusion coefficient is given by

(D ii)c

D ~ n- I-C)(15)o M r r2

For the case of an incompressible background (C << I), Eq. (15) indi- C _S

cates through comparison with the last term in Eq. (14) that the total -6 V

Pedersen conductance decays at a similar rate as the irregularities;

therefore, the presence of an incompressible background plasma acts to

stabilize the E x B instability. When C is unity, the diffusion of the,-S

total Pedersen conductance is zero.

4.2.3 Compressible Background.•S
The background E layer is characterized by compressibility and

rapid recombination chemistry [191]. A principal effect of a plasma

inhomogeneity in the F layer is to produce an image in the compressible

background plasma. The image forms as a result of Pedersen ion motion in

the E layer, driven by the ambipolar electric field that is mapped equi-

potentially down along magnetic field lines from the F layer. (The

ambipolar electric field is a consequence of cross-field diffusion acting

on the F-region gradient in plasma density.) The direction of ion motion

acts t- increase plasm3 density in the E layer directly beneath the

.A J
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region of F-region plasma enhancement. Images formed in a compressible

background therefore act to increase M. Consequently, in the one-dimen- %

sional case, the increase in M results in enhanced irregularity growth t,

rate [183]. This destabilization produced by image formation and in-

creased M is equivalent to having a negative value for the effective

diffusion coefficient in Eq. (15) [186].

Recombination chemistry is mentioned here because it acts to

suppress the formation of images in the E layer. Vickrey and Kelley

[184] showed for a nondriven situation that kilometer-scale images would

be suppressed by this process if the E-region plasma density is greater .

than 10 el/cm 3. Images that do form when the plasma density is lower

is thought not to increase the value of M significantly. On this basis,

Vickrey and Kelley [184] concluded that image effects could be neglected

at kilometer scales. On the other hand, images can grow in spite of

recombination at smaller wavelengths [183, 184]. But at smaller scales,

there is also the question of how well electric fields map between iono- S

spheric layers.

Heelis et al. [185] considered the time-dependent problem of

F-region irregularity decay including effects of cross-field diffusion,

image formation, and recombination chemistry. The formation of image

structure in E-region ion concentration affects the lifetime of F-layer

structure in a scale-size dependent way. At large scale sizes, the decay

2
rate is proportional to k and the ratio of the temperatures in each

region. At small scale sizes, it depends on the E-region recombination

rate and the temperatures of the two regions but is only very weakly

dependent on k. The background E-region plasma density determines the %.,

wave number beyond which the structure amplitude decay rate is almost

independent of its scale size. ,

'M

4.3 OTHER CONSIDERATIONS.

The flute approximation, i.e., k 0 B = 0 is often used in theories

of interchange instabilities. Intuitively, it is apparent that the
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interchange instability is not driven equally at all ionospheric alti-

tudes. A cipar example is the barium ion-cloud with its limited extent p"

along the geomagnetic field. (In this case, the polarization electric ,.

field is generated only in the vicinity of the cloud and not at other

altitudes.) The effects of instability variations with altitude are

sometimes crudely accounted for by averaging the plasma parameters with

altitude [185, 186]. But field-line averaging does not account for

ionospheric response to a localized perturbation. The altitude variabil-

ity is properly accounted for by introducing k1 effects [192]. .%

Sperling [1921 showed that when k is introduced, the associated,

parallel electric fields become electromagnetic in nature. The accom-

panying mode magnetic fields lie in the direction of the plasma-density

gradient, thus altering the basic magnetic-field geometry. The magnetic-

field perturbations act to enhance diffusion across the plasma density N It

gradient. These k effects therefore act to reduce the growth of irregu-

larities and to produce enhanced diffusion effects similar to end short-

ing through a conducting background plasma.

Sperling et al. [193] showed for a cold plasma cloud (i.e., zero

temperature) that the finite parallel length of the cloud favors irregu-

larity growth at short perpendicular wavelengths. Drake et al. [194], S

however, included finite temperature (as well as k1j) effects and found

that short wavelengths are stabilized because electrons redistribute "

themselves parallel to the geomagnetic field to neutralize the charge
imbalance set up by the instability. Similar results were obtained •

numerically by Sperling and Glassman [195]. How these processes affect

the spectral characteristics of high-latitude F-region irregularities

(e.g., Figure I) remains to be investigated. We note that the damping of

long wavelengths by k1 effects reported by Speriing et al. [1931 is small

for blobs that have parallel dimensions on the order of the F layer.

- ..%
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4.4 EVIDENCE FOR INTERCHANGE PROCESSES.

4.4.1 Large-Scale Plasma Structure.

In addition to patch reconfiguration at the largest scales by

the global convection pattern, observations indicate that boundary blobs

at least occasionally have east-west structure iiiposed along their pole-

ward or equatorward walls [3, 5]. Rino et al. [3] presented preliminary

results of east-west structure found along what appeared to be the

equatorward wall of a longitudinally-extended blob. Using incoherent- ,%

scatter radar measurements of the westward electric field and meridional

neutral wind, we concluded that the observed east-west structure was %J"

consistent with the E x B (gradient-drift) instability [23]. Because

that data set remains as the only published evidence supporting the role

of interchange instabilities operating at these large scales, some clari-

fication seems in order. This is especially true because a more complete

analysis has led to different conclusions. S

We have reprocessed the same data set (to include temoerature- %

ratio corrections to the incoherent-scatter data), and replotted them as

before [3] using contour maps of constant plasma density in planes trans-

verse to the geomagnetic field. The refined results are presented in

Figure 22. The three panels display the plasma density distribution at

three altitudes. All contain modulations in plasma density that clearly

indicate the presence of east-west structure. A key difference between

Figure 22 and that in [3] is that we can no longer state that east-west S

structure occurred only along the equatorward wall of a longitudinally

extended blob. From Figure 22, it is possible to infer that the poleward

wall was also structured, or that depleted channels extend from the

equatorward wall to the poleward wall of an assumed, longitudinally S

extended blob.

Several additional statements can be made. The east-west

structure in Figure 22 appear to be associated with the boundary blob.

The boundary blob is seen in the contour plot of a full elevation scan in

Figure 23. Its ground distance from the radar is similar to thcse for
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the east-west structure in Figure 22. We also have found that the pat-•

tern of meridional plasma drift associated with the plasma-density dis- %

tributions in Figure 22 is not consistent with the presence of F-region 0

polarization electric fields. A plot of the contours of no, hward plasma

drift is presented in Figure 24, in a format similar to that in Figure
22. To facilitate comparison to the plasma-density distribution, we have. W,

superimposed a contour (dashed curve) taken from the center panel of

Figure 22. The meridional drift was small in general, but relative -%

*N p

teleat-est stctre inndt Figuorel22.te alohaefonhta the paam-est o t-.

teren of idona le asaif drift ) peastob associated with thalsa-est dis-,

m/s) with a channel of depleted plasma density. The sense of relative

plasma drift is oppositely directed from that expected from polarization

electric fields generated by the gradient-drift instability driven by an

equatorward-directed neutral wind.

Similar conclusions were drawn from the analysis of another k

data set by Tsunoda et al. [5]. They performed an experiment similar to

that described in [3], except that by using the EiSCAT radar facility .. ,

they were able to obtain vector electric fields (rather than only the ?.L,
line-of-sight velocity) associated with the plasma structure. Their .

results are reproduced in Figure 25. The plasma density distribution at N, "

300-km altitude is shown in the top panel, and can be compared to cortes- .-e !

ponding spatial distributions of the ion drift velocity vector (center N

panel) and the slip velocity (bottom panel). The velocities are describ- %%

ed by their magnitude which is given by the contour plots, and by their ..-

directions which are represented by arrows at the data points. (The '"

arrows superimposed on the plasma-density contours ar e teslip pal o.f

velocity.) Although large ion velocities were observed in depleted

regions relative to enhanced plasma density regions, indicating ongoing

structuring by a MFTI process, the slip velocity pattern was not corre-

lated with the plasma-density distribution. From these observations,

L Ck

datastbyTsunoda et al. [5].con e t hle pefrean expeimet wsieir t

tha dscibd n 31 ecet ha byusngth ESCT adr acliy3
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structured, the mechanism was not likely to be the E x B instability

operating locally at those altitudes. N
Although 100-km-scale east-west structure is predicted by

E x B instability theory [23], observations to date do not support theory.

It seems that large-scale structuring by MFTI often is driven by sources

of irregular electric fields other than those produced by an F-region

interchange instability. Irregular electric fields, presumably mapped

from the magnetosphere, have been reported by researchers [103, 196,

1971. Burke et al. [196] presented two examples in S3-2 satellite data

of 10-km-scale vortex flow patterns during substorms. The vortices are

thought to be produced by the Kelvin-Helmholtz instability in regions of

velocity shear and represent another source of irregular electric fields.

Spatially-irregular particle precipitation, e.g., during substorms, also

could produce E-region polarization electric fields that drive the MFTI

process. Highly irregular patterns of E-region Pedersen conductance have

been reported by Vickrey et al. [198].

4.4.2 Smaller-Scale Irregularities (X < 10 km).

While there is no evidence as yet that large-scale plasma

structure is produced by an F-region Lnterchange instability, the evi-

dence strongly favors this process as scale sizes less than 10 km. As

discussed briefly in Section 1, observations of burstlike occurrences of

scintillation, often in association with F-region blobs, led to initial

considerations of interchange instabilities as the dominant irregularity-

source mechanism [2, 18-20, 106]. A feature of considerable interest was

a localized scintillation enhancement that occurred around midnight, in

the magnetic L shell passing through the satellite receiving station

(Poker Flat, Alaska). Earlier, Lizka [81 reported similar results ob- S

tained at Kiruna, Sweden, which is located at nearly the same invariant

latitude as Poker Flat. Rino et al. [19], using spaced-receiver scintil-

lation data, showed that these scintillation patches could be produced by

sheetlike irregularities that were oriented along magnetic L shells.

While arguing that sheetlike irregularities could produce a geometric
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enhancement in scintillations (in the magnetic L shell, as observed),

most researchers allowed that at least a portion of the patch amplitude

could be a true geophysical enhancement. Referring back to Figure 6, we

see that th, scintillation patch occurred at the same latitude as the

midnight maximum in kilometer-scale irregularities [105]. And, from

Figures 3 and 4 we find that the scintillation patch is also collocated

with the lower HF backscatter curtain [60].

With researchers noting a correlation between scintillation

patches and northward-directed TEC gradients [18, 19], Ossakow and

Chaturvedi [22] proposed the current-convective instability (instead of

the E x B instability) as the source for localized growth of enhanced

irregularities. And, to account for the existence of sheetlike irregu- S

larities, Chaturvedi and Ossakow [180] suggested a form of nonlinear

stabilization of the current-convective instability. Rino and Owen [20]

futLher supported that interpretation by modelling TEC data (from the

Wideband satellite) to show that scintillation patches occurred along the S

equatorward walls of an altitude-extended slabs of enhanced plasma den-

sity (i.e., the boundary blob). Data collected from two latitudinally- p'q#

separated sites were used to distinguish propagation effects from true

irregularity enhancements, and to demonstrate that the slab was latitudi- S

nally narrow. Vickrey et al. [2] drew similar conclusions in which they %41

included field-aligned currents measured by the TRIAD satellite.

The apparent importance of the current-convective instability,

however, has since been questioned. For example, equatorward walls of 0

blobs are not necessarily stable to the E x B instability if allowance is

made for the presence of a meridional neutral wind [3, 5]. Indeed, the .

midnight sector is typically characterized by the presence of an equator-

ward directed neutral wind (see Section 4.3) and a weak westward electric

field. Under these conditions, the equatorward wall of blobs can be %

unstable to the gradient-drift instability. As discussed in Section

4.1.2, field-aligned currents that are larger than observed are needed to

produce current-convective growth r ,tes that are competitive with E x B S

growth rates.

* w"
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The most convincing evidence that the E x B instability is

operating in the high-latitude F region is seen in data from the ISOPROBE

experiment on board the AUREOL-3 satellite [49, 52, 199]. Cerisier et

al. [49] showed that short wavelength fluctuations in plasma density and

electric field were asymmetrically distributed along the walls of 10-km-

scale plasma structure. Clear examples of this preferred distribution

are presented in Figure 26. Rapid small-scale fluctuations in the top -

panel occur along positive (upward sloping with time) gradients in plasma

density associated with a quasi-periodic wave structure; note the com-

plete absence of similar fluctuations in negative-gradient regions. More 1."

often than not, the smooth gradients are steeper than the gradients

underlying the fluctuations. A similar pattern, reversed from left to

right, is also seen in the center panel. Both examples are consistent

with one-dimensional structuring by the E x B instability, e.g., along

one side of a boundary blob. Similar conclusions were drawn from Figure

8 in which enhanced scintillations were correlated with the trailing

edges of polar-cap patches [42]. These characteristic signatures indi- " 4.

cate that gradients are not the sole source of free energy that leads to --..

the observed irregularities. In fact, it is difficult to account for . .-'.,

these observations by physical processes other than the E x B instability

[49].

The less-characteristic fluctuations in the bottom panel of

Figure 26 seem to require interpretation either in terms of nonlinear 44.

theory or more isotropic, two-dimensional structures. The observation of S

short-wavelength irregularities on beth sides of a 10-km-scale, plasma- .

density enhancement seen near the left edge of the bottom panel is con- .4

sistent with measurements made transversely a-ross the "fingers" of a ,.

structured barium ion-cloud or blob. The data also are consistent with

nonlinear "jetting" through of depletions from one side of the blob to

the other [23]. A second burst, seen near the center of the bottom %

panel, is characterized by large-amplitude fluctuations without the

presence of a significant gradient. This observation seems consistent 0

with late-time, nonlinear evolution of the E x B instability in which the .
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original blob has become so structured that evidence of the original -B

large-scale gradient is lost.

While the fine structure in Figure 26 appears accountable by

the E x B instability, the quasi-periodic plasma variations (X - 10 km)

found in the top two panels of Figure 26 are not necessarily part of the

same process unless they represent a preferred scale size. Similar wave-

like variations in plasma density with a wavelength close to 15 km have

been observed by Hargreaves et al. [200]. Because of its strong peri-

odicity, they attributed the variations to some form of wave activity.

Regular signal oscillations with periods from 50 to 500 ms, and lasting

up to 100 periods, were reported by Lizka [10]. It is interesting to

note that similar-scale vortex pa4.terns in convective flow patterns are

observed during substorms [196]. 2

We point out that the morphology of small-scale irregularities

of the type in Figure 26 is not known. Most of those reported were found

in the midnight sector [49]. But it is not known whether they are dis-

tributed at any given time over many degrees of latitude, or whether they

are confined to bloblike widths. In comparison, Weber et al. [41] have

found strong and structured scintillations (at 250 MHz) to be distributed

throughout most of the observed polar cap patches. Although scintilla-

tions (which is an integrated measure) would appear more evenly distri-

buted than irregularities measured in situ, those observations must

suggest that patches are not smooth structures as implied by a solar ,y

ionization source. Instead, there appears to be considerable granularity

(perhaps in the form of 10-km-scale blobs, similar to that seen in Figure "IN

26) imbedded within the patch, granularity produced by some kind of seed

structure, e.g., particle precipitation or wave activity.

The existence of sheetlike irregularities [19, 57, 85, 201,

2021 is consistent with the E x B instability. Livingston et al. [202)

presented the morphology of irregularity anisotropy (from spaced-receiver

diffraction-pattern measurements) found in the midnight sector. Their

results, presented in Figure 27, indicate that sheetlike irregularities _

occur only at latitudes equaLorwaid of 65*, i.p., near the equatorward -S
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boundary of the auroral oval. (Fremouw and Lansinger [85] have shown S

that irregularities in the trough are rodlike.) Sheet formation by the

E x B instability in a region of strong zonal convection is consistent

with nonlinear numerical simulations [23, 24]; the sheets in these simu-

lations remain aligned with the direction of the slip velocity, as pre-

dicted by linear theory. Sheetlike anisotropy also is thought to be a

natural consequence of velocity shear such as that occurring on the

equatorward edge of the auroral oval [4, 46].

A more quantitative assessment of the effectiveness of the

E x B instability is to estimate the M value. Typical Pedersen conduc-

tances for various types of ionospheric irregularities are listed in

Table 1. The Pedersen conductance of blobs range from 0.1 to 1.0 mho,

depending on solar activity. This range of conductances corresponds to
pek lamadesiie fom 50 3 6 3

peak plasma densities from 10 el/cm to 10 el/cm 3
. If we use the

nighttime, midlatitude F layer as a typical background ionosphere

(Pedersen conductance of about 0.1 mho), blobs will have M values from 2 A

to 11. But if we use 5 mhos for the diffuse auroral E layer and add it

to the background F layer, we obtain M values ranging from 1.02 to 1.19.

The M values become even closer to unity if we consider higher Pedersen

conductances for the diffuse auroral E layer or that for auroral arcs.

The latter can reach several tens of mhos [210]. On this basis, the

irregularity growth rate determined from Eq. (11) or (15) can easily be

reduced by a factor of 50 or more in the auroral zone.

The M values of blobs can be compared to those associated with

barium ion-clouds, and with plasma bubbles in the nighttime equatorial F

layer. A 1-kg barium ion-cloud released at 170 km altitude has a

Pedersen conductance of 6 mhos. The M value is then 61 if we use a

midlatitude, nighttime F layer, and 2.2 if we have an underlying auroral

E layer. A 48-kg barium ion-cloud under the same conditions has M values

of 470 and 10, respectively. For midlatitude twilight conditions when

most barium clouds are released, the background Pedersen conductance is

about 3.5 mhos [183]. Using this value, the c ,respcnding N value is

14.4. Zalesak et al. [211] estimated equivalent M values from 9 to 10
4
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Table 1

TYPICAL PEDERSEN CONDUCTANCES (I ,
p

SOURCE/REGION FORMULA REFERENCE

0.1 Vickrey et al. [1980]
F-REGION BLOB 0.1 TO 1.0 Tsunoda [1986](1)

EQUATORIAL F LAYER 3 TO 7 Anderson and Mendillo [1983,A-
(NIGHT) 1 TO 3 Hanson et al. [1983]

MIDLATITUDE F LAYER 0.15 TO 0.35 Harper and Walker [1977]
(NIGHT)

AURORAL E LAYER 21  E) 5 TO 10 Robinson et al. [1986116 + E2D

SOLAR E LAYER 3 1  0 .8 8 [Sa cos X 1/ 2  8 TO 12 Robinson and Vondrak [1984]

NIGHT E LAYER 0.08 TO 0.2 Harper and Walker [1977]
0.02 TO 0.5 Hanson et al. [1983]

BARIUM ION CLOUD (4  6 McDaniel [19721 *V
(11 kg)

BARIUM ION CLOUD 14  'Linson and Baxter 11979)
BARIU IN C47 McDonald et al. [1981] 0
(48 kg9)

(1) Unpublished results.

(2) E0  average energy (keY), (D electron energy flux (ergs/cm 2 /s).

(3) Sa 10.7-cm solar radio flux (10-22 W/m2 /Hz adjusted to 1 'AU), x Sola, zenith angle. S

(4) Reference 170-km Release Altitude.
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for equatorial plasma bubbles. These M values suggest that the irregu-

larity growth rates should be much smaller for blobs in the auroral zone

than for barium ion-clouds or equatorial plasma bubbles.

The question of whether images form in an auroral E layer has

A received some attention. Observations of enhanced auroral emissions

associated with barium-ion clcjd releases [212, 2131 appear to be the

first tangible evidence of related E-region effects. Stoffregen [212]

reported the occurrence of 557.7-nm emissions in a quiet auroral E layer

within seconds of barium ion-cloud releases in the F layer and inter-

preted them in terms of image formation although he allowed for an alter-

nate interpretation in terms of energetic particle precipitation. Jones

and Spracklen (214] pointed out that theory predicts significant image

formation about a minute after ion-cloud deployment, not within seconds;

therefore, the E-region optical anomalies [212] do not represent conclu-

sive evidence for image formation. Other evidence supports this sugges-

tion, at least in terms of enhanced electron precipitation induced by

deposition of cold plasma in the F region. Kohn and Page [215] reported

changes in the pitch-angle distribution of precipitating electrons in the

vicinity of a barium-ion cloud. Kelley et al. [216] also reported en-

hanced particle precipitation and stimulated waves in association with

barium-ion cloud releases. They suggested that parallel wave-electric-

fields may produce significant wave-particle interaction effects in the

high-latitude ionosphere. S.

Jones and Spracklen [214] reported phase and amplitude changes S

in radio signals (between 1.5 and 2.0 MHz) reflected from the E layer

during barium-ion cloud releases. They concluded that these radio dis-

turbances must be produced by image effects because their onset time was

consistent with the development of ion-cloud striations. Unfortunately,

physical parameters could not be extracted from these measurements. It

is interesting to note, however, that they did net bserve any radiu

effects associated with the above-described, cloud-induced particle

precipitation. More convincing experimental evidence of image formation •

was reported by Vickrey et al. [217]. Image irregularities were observed
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in the valley region (between the E and F layers) in association with S

equatorial F-layer irregularities. Because these images occurred above

the E layer, it does not resolve the question of whether significant

images do form in the auroral E layer.

4.4.3 Spectral Characteristics.

The observed spectral characteristics (Section 2.1) appear to

be reasonably consistent with those derived analytically from considera-

tion of conservation laws [218] associated with the E x B instability and

with those obtained from nonlinear numerical computations carried to

their saturated states [179, 180, 2191. The one-dimensional spectra were-:%

found to be well represented by a power law with a spectral index between ",

unity and 3. Similar results were also obtained for the current-convec- ,

tive instability [23, 24].

Considerable effort has been expended towards explaining the

two-component irregularity spectrum (Figure 1) in terms of the E x B

instability. Two-component spectra (with a break around 800 m) have been p

observed in equatorial F-region irregularities produced by the collision-

al Rayleigh-Taylor instability [220]. Barium ion-clouds appear to stop

their progressive bifurcation process at a scale size around 200 to 600 m

[221, 222]. This so-called "freezing" scale (X f) is believed to be

associated with the knee in the two-component spectrum. Although this

feature appears to be an inherent characteristic of the above phenomena,

it only appears to occur in about 25 percent of the high-latitude irregu-

larity spectra. The fact that the knee appears only occasionally and

with values around several hundred meters would seem to suggest that it

is not a finite gyroradius effect. Although it is tempting to argue on

the basis of association alone that this feature is a manifestation of

the E x B instability, Kelley and Kintner [57] have argued that two-

dimensional plasma turbulence also is likely to produce a two-component

spectrum with simiiaL spectral indices. In their case, the knee corres- . . ,

ponds to the "stirring" scale size.
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Besides the two-component spectra described in Section 2.1

[52, 58], there also are other examples of "freezing-type" scales found

in high-latitude in situ data. An enlarged portion of the top panel in

Figure 26 is reproduced in Figure 28. As noted before, the rapid fluctu-

ations are confined to regions of positive gradients associated with

large-amplitude 10-km-scale structure. If we estimate the wavelength of

the largest-amplitude fluctuations along the gradient by counting the .-

peaks, we obtain a value close to 350 m. The apparent absence of strong-
S

er fluctuations at wavelengths between 350 m and those approaching the

10-km blob size suggests that the fluctuation strength peaks around 350

meters. Although a proper spectral analysis should be performed on the

data in Figure 28 to verify this conclusion, it seems apparent that there

is a change in spectral form between the 10-km input scale (that asso-

ciated with the mean gradient) and the dominant small-scale fluctuations

with a 350-m wavelength. For the example shown, it seems that the

"freezing" scale might correspond to a sharp maximum in irregularity

growth rate. On the other hand, the presence of the 10-km-scale blobs

(or structure) suggests that they are produced by an independent process.

If the 10-km-scale periodic structure were included in a

spectral representation, we envision the appearance of a resonant peak

near X 1 10 km with a two-component power-law form at shorter wave-

lengths. If wavelengths longer than 10 km are not included, the spectral

form would be similar to a three-component power law. This form would

not be unlike that obtained from scintillation data by Fremouw et al.

[57]. (The second break at larger scale sizes reported by Fremouw et al.

[57], however, is now believed to represent propagation effects rather

than an actual change in the spectral character at long wavelengths

[E. J. Fremouw, personal communication].)

A number of researchers have pursued the existence of a pre-

ferred k value associated with the maximum irregularity growth rate. The

most popular view is that the k dependence imposed on the irregularity

growth rate by background plasma effects may contribute to the formation S
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a two-component spectrum [182, 183, 186]. Because the growth rate in-

creases with k for small k [see Eqs. (3) or (12)] and decreases rapidly

at large k values [see Eq. (15)], a maximum in growth rate occurs at some

finite k value [182, 1831; that maximum may be related to the freezing

scale seen in barium ion clouds (and presumably, F-region blobs).

Zalesak et al. [186] have argued that the M dependence in Eq. i.'-

(15) indicates that diffusion is more rapid in outer (less dense) por-

tions of the ion cloud than in the central (more dense) portions of the

ion cloud. They, then, postulated that if structuring (bifurcation)

always starts at the outer edges of blobs and works its way inward, rapid p,

diffusion (small M) will stop bifurcation before it starts. On this

basis, striations of a few hundred meters might be long lived, while

striations with smaller scales dissipate rapidly. The effectiveness of .%

this mechanism remains to be evaluated, particularly in the high-latitude

F region. It seems likely to be most effective under conditions when M

is large and not when M is close to unity. (We have shown in the pre-

vious section that the M value associated with F-region blobs is near

unity.) A perhaps more promising mechanism that might account for the

existence of a freezing scale is be magnetic viscosity effects [223], a

process that seems to allow both sharp plasma de sity gradients and long

irregularity lifetimes (L. Wittwer, personal communication).

Finally, we find that spectral results from HF backscatter

radars also appear to support the role of interchange instabilities.

Doppler spectra associated with meter-scale irregularities indicate that S

they are part of a low-frequency process, such as the E x B instability.

That is, the phase velocity has been found to be small compared to con-

vection velocities [74, 76, 77, 224-226], with the small-scale irregular-

ities drifting virtually with bulk plasma motion. The narrow spectral S
V. .

widths also indicate that the phase velocities associated with small-

scale irregularities are small. "-."*
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4.5 ROLE OF NEUTRAL DYNAMICS.

The irregularity growth rate of the E x B instability is directly

proportional to the slip velocity. Although acceleration of the neutral %

gas by large electric fields is expected through ion drag [227], neutral

gas dynamics has been virtually ignored in the interpretation of observa-

tions in terms of the E x B instability. It is important to realize that

regions of large slip velocity are not necessarily the same as those for

large electric fields. If convection is spatially uniform or stationary

with time, the slip velocity can be very small or even zero. On the

other hand, the slip velocity will be large in regions in which convec-

tion is nonuniform, i.e., spatially varying in either magnitude or direc-

tion; or where convection is nonstationary, e.g., during substorm activ- -

ity or pulsation events. Variations in the neutral wind (e.g., produced

by atmospheric gravity waves) about their mean velocity also must be

considered because they could represent a source of electric-field per-

turbations through dynamo action. These perturbations (in the E or F

regions) are, in fact, likely as sources of seed perturbations that

ultimately contribute to the observed k spectrum of irregularities.

Wickwar et al. [228] computed the mean meridional neutral wind (UN)
N

measured over Chatanika, Alaska over a 7-year period (1972 to 1978) by

incoherent-scatter radar. Their results presented in Figure 29 (circles

connected by line segments) reveal a small poleward wind (< 100 m/s) f-om

1000 to 1800 AST (Alaskan Standard time) and a larger equatorward wind (>

200 m/s) from 2000 to 0800 AST. The presence of a meridional neutral

wind of significant magnitude in the midnight sector suggests that the

north-south component of the slip velocity may differ from the bulk

plasma drift. To estimate the slip velocity, we have included the mean

plasma-drift velocity deduced from another data set, also obtained over

Chatanika [V. B. Wickwar, unpublished results]. We see that the meridi-

onal component of plasma drift (V ) tracks the neutral wind component
N

very closely throughout the premidnight hours. This near coincidence
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suggests that the meridional component of the average slip velocity is

very small during this period. On the other hand, the meridional compo- "

nent of the average slip velocity reaches a maximum value of 170 m/s in %

the postmidnight sector. The asymmetry is apparently produced by the-S

presence of drivers of the meridional neutral wind other than ion drag

[229].

The zonal component of the average slip velocity can be estimated by

comparing the average neutral-wind vector derived from 630.0-nm Fabry-

Perot interferometer measurements by Sica et al. [230] to the zonal

plasma drift curve in Figure 29. The components of the average neutral

wind, computed from 44 nights of data (1981 to 1983), are presented in

Figure 30 [230]. If we assume that magnetic midnight is around 0130 UT,

we can compare the meridional components of the neutral wind in Figures

29 and 30. We see that both have very similar curves, giving us some . -

confidence in comparing the zonal components. We see that the two curves ,. a

are similar in shape but differ in amplitude. The maximum zonal plasma

drift in the premidnight sector is about 450 m/s while the corresponding

zonal neutral wind is no more than 350 m/s. In the postmidnight sector,

the maximum zonal plasma drift is about 350 m/s while that for the

neutral wind is no more than 150 m/s. With these numbers, the magnitudes

of the average slip velocity are 100 m/s and 200 m/s in the pre- and

p t-midnight sectors, respectively. The directions of the average slip

velocity is strictly zonal (westward) in the premidnight sector and N %

northeastward in the postmidnight sector.

Although the average slip velocity is moderate in magnitude, we find

that the slip velocity can vary substantially on any given night. partic- ..

ularly during periods of high geomagnetic activity. Nagy et al. [2291

presented measurements of the slip velocity during a night when the Kp •

index remained above 4+ throughout the period of observations. The

plasma drift exceeded I km/s on occasions while the neutral wind remained

less than 200 m/s. On this basis, we conclude that slip velocity appears ',.

significant but small on the average, at least in the auroral zone, but
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can become very large during periods of strong geomagnetic activity.

Because slip velocities depend on the slow response of the neutral gas to

sudden changes in plasma drift, we also expect large slip velocities in

regions where the convective plasma flow is not uniform, e.g., along the

poleward auroral boundary. Enhanced ion temperatures, evidence of

correspondingly-large slip velocities, have been reported to occur along

this boundary [59, 153].

The asymmetry is slip velocity about the midnight sector was also

reported by Baron and Wand [2311 who found that ion-temperature enhance- .2

ments are larger and longer lasting in the postmidnight sector relative

to the premidnight sector, for a given electric field enhancement.

Because ion temperature is directly proportional to the square of the

slip velocity, these results indicate that larger slip velocities are

indeed found in the morning sector rather than the evening sector. A

scatter plot showing this effect is presented in Figure 31, where we have

combined two data sets reported by Baron and Wand [2311. Note that ion

temperature is plotted versus V . Referring back to Figure 29, we see

that V is half as large as V in the midnight sector. The error intro-
N E

duced by neglecting the VN, therefore, is 56 percent. The sense of this

error is to reduce the slopes of the lines in Figure 31. But, because

thu blopes of the lines in the morning sector are about three times

steeper than those in the evening sector, the qualitative behavior dis- %

played in Figure 31 is probably correct. Baron and Wand [231] proposed

that the asymmetry in frictional heating may be produced by higher F-

region plasma densities in the evening sector which would result in

closer coupling between plasma and neutral gas. If this interpretation

is correct, larger slip velocities in the morning sector will increase

the growth rate of the E x B instability, assuming no changes in the

gradient scale length.

The discovery of'larger slip velocities in the morning sector com-

pared to the evening sector, when combined with the morphological results

reported by Clark and Raitt [105] (Figure 6), seem to contradict predic-

tions of the E x B instability. Clark and Raitt [105] reported enhanced
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irregularity strengths in the evening sector, whereas the E x B instabil-

ity predicts larger growth rates in the morning sector because of larger

slip velocities.
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SECTION 5

DESCRIPTIVE WORKING MODEL .

S

We have found that most of the prominent plasma structure in the

polar ionosphere can be accounted for by MFTI processes acting on plasma

produced by solar radiation and particle precipitation. At the largest

scales, structure in solar-produced plasma (patches, boundary and sub-

auroral blobs) is produced by MFTI driven by magnetospheric convection.

Particle precipitation and some kind of wave activity contribute addi-

tional plasma structure at scales down to 10 km. Strong irregularities

at X < 10 km (but greater than the ion gyroradius) appear to be control-

led by the E x B instability. This control is evident when observations

are properly interpreted; i.e., when neutral gas dynamics and background

plasma effects are included in assessing the effectiveness of the E x B

instability. When this is done, we find that observations are consistent

with an irregularity model in which (1) irregularities are produced

primarily within patches and sun-aligned arcs that are situated in the

dark polar cap, and (2) auroral irregularities are produced near auroral %

boundaries where spatially varying convection allows significant slip t 6

S
velocities to develop and where the E-region Pedersen conductance is low.

Irregularities also may be generated under conditions when the electric

field is time-varying with periods less than an hour (e.g., substorms and

pulsation events), provided that the underlying E layer is not highly

conducting. The salient features of this unified model and underlying

processes are discussed in more detail in the following subsections.

'op
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5.1 PHENOMENOLOGY.

5.1.1 Large-Scale Plasma Structure (X > 10 km).

The largest-scale plasma structures that participate in the

phenomenology of high-latitude, F-region irregularities are polar-cap

patches that are observed primarily under southward B conditions.

Patches are large parcels (1000 km in diameter) of solar-produced plasma

that have become detached from the dayside subauroral ionosphere.

Although details are not known, patches presumably form during variations

in the B (and possibly B ) component of the IMF. The most likely .

scenario is a southward turning of Bz, which leads to application of a

large eastward electric field at lower latitudes and rapid poleward

movement of subauroral plasma. Another change, such as a northward

turning of B , then retracts the eastward electric field that had been

applied at lower latitudes and thus prevents transport of any more sub-

auroral plasma into the polar cap. A patch is thereby formed by shutting

off the flow of subauroral plasma to the polar cap. Once formed, patches

convect antisunward over the polar cap and into the midnight auroral

zone. There patches enter sunward convective flow and are thought to be

reconfigured into boundary and subauroral blobs as they flow toward (and

along) the equatorward auroral boundary. Reconfiguration leaves blobs

highly elongated in longitude (extending as much as 12 hours in local

time) and as narrow as 100 km in latitudinal width.

Because solar radiation is a well-behaved ionization source,

it seems that the characteristics of patches and boundary (subauroral)

blobs could be made more predictable. For example, Baron et al. [232)

analvzed II years of Chatanika incoherent-scatter data and found that the

solar-produced F layer can be reliably estimated from 10.7-cm solar flux

(S). They found that the peak plasma density in the dayside winter F-a

layer can be estimated from the following formula,

S (S -60)
F a5 3

n ) (2.5 + 2 x 10 el/cm S100 20
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We note that dayside measurements made at Chatanika are those for the

subauroral ionosphere, as already shown in Figure 9. Using the above

formula to determine the initial, peak plasma density in patches, model-

ling studies similar to that conducted by Robinson et al. [4] could be

pursued to determine the decay in plasma density as a patch convected

over the polar cap and evolved into a boundary (or subauroral) blob.

Besides solar-produced plasma, localized soft-particle precipi- )4*

tation also contributes to F-region plasma densities along the equatorward

auroral boundary. The present impression is that electron precipitation

there is time varying, being most intense under substorm conditions. When

the flux is intense enough, the peak plasma density could reach a few

times 105 el/cm 3 . When it is not, plasma-density buildup along the

auroral boundary is possible through spatial resonance; i.e., boundary

blobs might remain under the ionization source long enough to accumulate A
significant ionization.

Under northward B conditions, the polar cap is populated by S
sun-aligned arcs that appear to drift slowly in dawn-dusk directions.

The peak plasma density within these F-region arcs can be as high as
2 x 105 el/cm and are produced by "polar shower" precipitation in the

central polar cap. It seems that the F-region plasma arcs that form S
remain in the polar cap during northward B conditions (because of weak .

z

antisunward convection) may actually enter the nightside auroral region '.

when B turns southward. Appearance of plasma arcs (produced by precipi-
z

tation along sun-aligned arcs) in the auroral zone has not been con- •
r

firmed; it is possible that they cannot be differentiated from auroral

blobs. (Patches are also occasionally observed in the polar cap together

with sun-aligned arcs, under northward B conditions.)
z

Another important category of large-scale plasma structures

includes auroral blobs and localized depletions along the poleward bound-

ary of the auroral oval. Although little is yet known about these struc-

tures, they appear to be produced either by intense soft-particle preci-

pitation or by enhanced plasma loss rates associated with large electric 0

fields. (Auroral blobs have been observed intermittently throughout
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the auroral zone. Their intermittent nature might be suggesting a rela-

tionship to substorms; the existence of such a relationship has not yet

been explored.) Because velocity shears appear to be relatively persist-

ent along the poleward auroral boundary, it is possible that localized

depletions and plasma-density enhancements characterize that boundary.

Finally, there exists in the auroral zone, quasi-periodic

plasma-density variations with a wavelength close to 10 km. The plasma-

density fluctuations associated with the wavelike structures are much

larger than expected from simple power-law extrapolation of those asso-

ciated with smaller-scale irregularities. On this basis, we conclude

that the wavelike structures are not produced by the same processes

responsible for smaller-scale irregularities. The source of these quasi-

periodic structures are not yet known but it is tempting to attribute

them to some kind of wave activity.

5.1.2 Smaller-Scale Irregularities (X < 10 kn).

The phenomenology of smaller-scale irregularities resembles P

that for large-scale plasma structure. During solar maximum conditions, e J,

the polar cap is the most disturbed region in the polar ionosphere (more

so than the auroral ionosphere). Scintillations (e.g., at 250 MHz) are S

observed continuously, with considerable modulation in scintillation

intensity. On the average, irregularity intensity is strongest in the

nightside, winter polar cap. Enhanced scintillations are correlated with

patches during southward Bz conditions and sun-aligned arcs during north-

ward B conditions. Irregularities are distributed throughout the

patches with maximum intensity along their trailing edges. During solar

minimum conditions, irregularity intensity in the polar cap decreases

dramatically, becoming virtually nonexistent except within patches

(again, with some preference for trailing edges); none appear to be %

associated with sun-aligned arcs.

Unlike kilometer-scale irregularities in the polar cap,

auroral irregularities appear relatively independent of solar activity _
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(although some variation is seen). There is, however, a seasonal depend-

ence that appears to be a function of longitude. Auroral irregularities

are most intense and believed to be generated in two spatially determin-

istic source regions: (1) along the poleward auroral boundary, and (2)

near the equatorward, diffuse auroral boundary. Irregularities are found

along the poleward boundary at all times, while those near the equator-

ward auroral boundary favor the night sector. As in the polar cap the

auroral irregularity-source regions appear to be spatially collocated

with large-scale plasma structure. Auroral blobs and localized deple-

tions are thought to occur along the poleward auroral boundary, while

boundary and subauroral blobs are known to occur along the equatorward

boundary. Weaker irregularities are often observed between these bound-

aries. Enhancements, at least at kilometer scales, also appear to occur

in the Harang discontinuity region, near sunset, and in the postnoon

sector.

5.2 IRREGULARITY GENERATION AND DECAY.

5.2.1 MFTI Processes.

Interchange processes appear to play a major role in irregu-

larity production, but different drivers act at different scale sizes.

At scales greater than 10 km, MFTI seems to be produced by irregular

electric fields mapped to the F layer from other regions. At the largest

scales, patches are reconfigured into boundary and subauroral blobs by

the magnetospheric convection pattern. Boundary (and subauroral) blobs

also appear subject to structuring by MFTI produced by smaller-scale, ..

irregular electric fields. Sources of irregular electric fields include

magnetospheric turbulence, and E-region polarization and dynamo effects.

At smaller scale sizes (say less than a kilometer), electric fields do

not map as readily as at larger scale sizes, and therefore those gener-

ated in regions other than the F layer become less of a factor. :%
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5.2.2 Interchange Instabilities.

The E x B instability is clearly operating at X < 10 km (but

greater than the ion gyroradius), and in fact, appears to control irregu-

larity characteristics at those scale sizes. (The current-convective

instability is not nearly as effective as the E x B instability in the

polar ionosphere, at least not in a large-scale sense.) Most observa-

tions of strong irregularity characteristics appear to be consistent with -.P

interpretation in terms of the E x B instability if we account for

neutral gas dynamics and background plasma effects.

The average slip velocity in the auroral oval is nearly zero

in the evening sector, and small (V < 150 m/s) in the midnight and

morning sectors. Small ambient slip velocities in spite of the presence 0

of large electric fields are expected in the evening and morning sectors

because those sectors are characterized by near-uniform zonal flows where

the neutral gas has time to accelerate to ion speeds. Large slip velo-

cities are most likely to occur along the poleward boundary of the S

auroral oval where sharp reversals (both rotational and shear) in plasma

drift are almost always present. Similar conditions, however, do not

exist along the equatorward irregularity-source region. There the elec-

tric field (under ambient conditions) is more or less uniform with lati-

tude. But because of large differences in plasma density between the

boundary blob and the trough, we expect differential ion drag to produce

a neutral-wind shear in the vicinity of the boundary blob. A shear in

neutral wind is, therefore, produced with a corresponding variation in 0

slip velocity. Finally, large slip velocities might be expected in the N .

Harang discontinuity region in which convective flow reverses from west-

ward to eastward. Basu et al. [821, for example, found in a case study

that the observed patch of scintillations occurred in a region of large

velocity structure. Although they proposed a different mechanism, those

observations are consistent with the E x B instability, at least in terms

of having a large slip velocity.

The slip velocity in the polar cap is expected to depend 5

strongly on the existing convection pattern. In the case of a simple V
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two-cell convection pattern (that might exist under B~ < 0 conditions),V

the slip velocity is likely to be largest near auroral boundaries where IN

the convection pattern is spatially nonuniform, and smallest in the

central polar cap where the flow is purely antisunward. Variations in B -

are expected to alter the symmetry in slip velocity about the noon-mid-

night meridian. Under Bz > 0 conditions, the convection pattern is

likely to be more complicated with a correspondingly complicated slip

velocity distribution. Slip velocities are expected to be large in the

vicinity of velocity shear regions, such as found near sun-aligned arcs.

We note that virtually all slip velocities of any significance %

are directed orthogonally to the plasma-density gradient associated with

the large-scale plasma structure. This is certainly true for boundary

and subauroral blobs and sun-aligned arcs. The plasma features along the

poleward auroral boundary also seem to fall into this category. The only

large-scale plasma structures with expected east-west gradients are those %

produced by particle precipitation. Further information, therefore, is

needed regarding existing east-west gradients in large-scale plasma

structure.
• ,*- '*,

Large slip velocities also are likely under time-varying

conditions (with periods less than an hour), such as during auroral 0

substorms and geomagnetic pulsation events. For example, Aarons [233]

reported rapid scintillation onset following magnetic storm sudden com- ,

mencement. One interpretation is the development of a large slip velo- -

city. Tsunoda et al. [234] found that large, oscillating electric fields S

with a period of minutes (or longer) can occur even under extremely quiet

geomagnetic conditions. Corresponding variations in the slip velocity

would be produced because of the slow response of the neutral gas.

Background plasma effects, evaluated in terms of parameters M

and C, have also been found to strongly affect irregularity growth rate.
r

During solar minimum conditions, F-region blobs found in the central

auroral zone are usually associated with M values very close to unity. M"

Under these conditions, the E x B growth rate is nearly zero. During

% %,' %.
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solar maximum conditions, the blob Pedersen conductance increases ten-

fold over that found during solar minimum conditions. But because the

auroral E layer remains highly conducting (regardless of solar activity),

the M value is still no more than about 1.2. On this basis, irregularity

growth is strongly suppressed (through polarization shorting and enhanced

cross-field diffusion) by the presence of an auroral E layer. The two

irregularity-source regions found along the auroral boundaries again seem e

consistent with M variations in latitude. The energy of precipitating

particles softens near the poleward auroral boundary, presumably result-

ing in lower E-region Pedersen conductances, and hence, larger M values.

Near the equatorward auroral boundary, subauroral blobs (by definition)

are found equatorward of the auroral E layer, and therefore, have large M 1

values. Boundary blobs probably have varying M values depending on their

exact location relative to the auroral E layer. Similar tendencies are

found in the polar cap where irregularities favor the nightside, winter

ionosphere under solar maximum conditions.

One way of developing strong E x B growth rates in the presence

of a highly-conducting E layer is through image formation allowed by back-

ground plasma compressibility (C > I). Despite high compressibility,
r

significant images do not appear to form at kilometer scales in the

auroral E layer because of rapid recombination chemistry and high plasma

densities. The findings, therefore, suggest that the effects of images

cannot offset the polarization shorting effects of a highly-conducting E

layer. The conclusion is that E x B growth rates are controlled primarily " "

by the slip velocity and the Pedersen conductance of the auroral E layer. p..

%
It is important to point out that the discussion in the above %,

two paragraphs assumed perfect electrical coupling between the E and F

layers. As mentioned at the beginning of this section, this assumption

appears to break down at scale sizes less than a kilometer when consider- %

ing the E and F layers. Coupling effects therefore affect irregularity

growth rates by making M wave number dependent. The wave number depend- .

ence appears through reduction in both end-shorting effects and in the

formation of images.
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5.3 SPECTRAL CHARACTERISTICS.

The spectral characteristics appear to reflect different contribu-

tions as a function of spatial wavelength. At patch-size scales, irregu-

larity amplitudes are controlled by global electrodynamics and aeronomic

processes. Irregularity strengths at blob-size scales (- 100 km) are

likely to be determined by the number flux of soft electrons and the time

a magnetic flux tube spends under the particle-source region. A third

contributor appears to be some kind of wave source operating around 10-km

scale size. The spectral range associated with scale sizes less than 10

km appears to be controlled by interchange instability processes. The

irregularity strengths associated with interchange processes appear

significantly weaker than those contributed at the larger scale sizes.

At the very shortest scales (not considered in this review), we expect

finite ion gyroradius effects and contributions from kinetic instabilities.

If a power-law form is used to fit spectral characteristics at

X < 10 km, it seems that a segmented fit using three different spectral

indices is needed. The spectral index for irregularities 10 km > X > 300

m appear to be durable with a value 4 2. (A more accurate estimate of

the spectral slope can be obtained by careful partitioning of wavelength

regimes before performing power-law fits.) This index is consistent with

spectral indices estimated from nonlinear simulations of interchange

instabilities. The spectral slope is expected to be steeper at wave-

lengths greater than a few kilometers because of the presence of sig-

nificantly larger amplitudes at wavelengths around 10 km and beyond. The S

spectral slope associated with these large wavelengths is perhaps not as .

important as the recognition that a spectral discontinuity is introduced

by large-amplitude quasi-periodic structure around 10 km. The spectral

form for A > 10 km depends on processes associated with patches, blobs,

and depletions. At wavelengths less than 300 m, the spectral index is ,W.V

found in 25 percent of the cases to increase to a value around 3.

There currently exists two interpretations for the spectral break

found around 300 m. One is that it is produced by a wavelength depend-

ence in E x B growth rate associated with background plasma effects. The "
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growth rate increases linearly with k at long wavelengths and decreases U

more rapidly with k at short wavelengths, thus producing a preferred

wavelength for maximum growth rate. It is tempting to consider the

spectral brea, as an intrinsic characteristic of the convective inter-

change instability because the knee also has appeared in irregularity

spectra associated with equatorial spread F and barium ion clouds (see 0

Section 4.4.3). In both cases, the irregularities are thought to be

produced by the same instability with different drivers. The other

interpretation is that the knee in the spectrum represents the stirring

wavelength found in two-dimensional plasma turbulence. The limited

occurrence (< 25 percent of time) of two-component spectra is puzzling

because that feature should be present most of the time according to both N

interpretations. It is conceivable that the two-component spectrum is

actually more common but is perhaps masked by other effects such as :.A

spectral contributions from steep gradients associated with larger-scale

plasma structure (L. Wittwer, personal communication). , -

5.4 OTHER PROCESSES.

Although this review has focused only on MFTI processes as a means

of irregulprity generation, we must keep in mind that other promising

source mechanisms have been proposed. Even if most of the irregularity

characteristics can be interpreted in terms of interchange instabilities,

it is important to determine whether those characteristics are also %

predicted by other competing mechanisms, and which ones dominate or

contribute under given geophysical conditions. For example, Das and Das

(235] and Lee 12361 proposed a thermal instability in which the ohmic

dissipation of the Pedersen current in the electron gas leads to the

production of plasma-density irregularities. Irregularities are presum-

ably produced within a few minutes by electric fields greater than 25

mV/m. From our review, we have not found clear-cut relationship between

irregularities and large electric fields. A more careful evaluation,

however, is necessary. Another topic that has received considerable
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attention is the dissipation of irregularities through enhanced cross-

field diffusion produced by drift-wave instabilities [237-244]. These

effects must be considered if we are to determine the nature of the

spectral break that occurs around 300 m.

5.5 OUTSTANDING QUESTIONS.

In the formulation of the descriptive working model, we have raised

several important issues.

(I) What is the mechanics of patch formation? Do changes in the

IMF control it? Demonstrating patch formation by appropriate

computer models is desirable.

(2) What is the nature of large-scale plasma structure along the 0

poleward boundary of the auroral oval? Does particle precipi-

tation produce blobs? What is the role of suprathermal elec-

tron bursts in auroral-blob formation, if any? Do localized

depletions provide a significant source of plasma-density •
gradients? Is there sufficient softening in particle energy

along the polar-cap boundary to produce a measurable decrpase

in Pedersen conductance?

(3) What mechanism produces distributed irregularities within polar

cap patches? Is the plasma density distribution in patches

smooth (as expected from solar illumination) or granular? What

is the source of granularity? Does soft-particle precipitation

in the cusp region or by some sort of wave activity produce the

granularity?
*.

(4) What is the morphology of the slip velocity? Does it maximize

in the vicinity of the irregularity-source regions?

(5) Do E-region images significantly alter production and decay

rates of F-region irregularities? "

(6) What are the underlying physical processes that control the

development of two-component spectra (i.e., spectral break at
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300 m)? Why is the spectral break seen less than 25 percent of

the time? How variable is the wavelength associated with the

spectral break?

(7) Do E-region polarization and dynamo effects contribute to the

generation of irregular electric fields and MFTI effects in the

F region?
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ATTN: F THOMAS TELECOMMUNICATION SCI ASSOCIATES, INCATTN: H BRODE ATTN: D MIDDLESTEAD

PHOTOMETRCS, INC TOYON RESEARCH CORP
AHTOMTN:S INCKOSK ATTN: J GARBARINOATTN: J ISE

PHYSICAL RESEARCH INC TRWINATN:W.SHHTRW INC "N
ATTN: W.SHIH ATTN: D GRYBOS

PHYSICAL RESEARCH INC ATTN: R PLEBUCH
ATTN: H FITZ ATTN: H CULVER
ATTN: J JORDANO TRW SYSTEMS

PHYSICAL RESEARCH INC ATTN: D M LAYTON
ATTN: P LUNN UTAH STATE UNIVERSITY

PHYSICAL RESEARCH, INC ATTN: A STEED
ATTN: R DELIBERIS ATTN: D BURT
ATTN: T STEPHENS ATTN: K BAKER

ATTN: LJENSEN
PHYSICAL RESEARCH, INC

ATTN: J DEVORE VISIDYNE, INC
ATTN: J THOMPSON ATTN: JCARPENTER
ATTN: W SCHLUETER FOREIGN

R & D ASSOCIATES FDA.2
ATTN: C GREIFINGER FOA 2B S" HOL-
ATTN: F GILMORE ATTN: B SJOHOLM
ATTN: G HOYT
ATTN: M GANTSWEG FOA N
ATTN: M GROVER ATTN: T KARLSSON
ATTN: R TURCO "

R & D ASSOCIATES
ATTN: G GANONG

".%,

RAND CORP
ATTN: B BENNETT
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